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ABSTRACT
In this dissertation we focused on two topics: 1. atomic cooperative effect, including
superradiance, subradiance and collective Lamb shift in an atomic ensemble; 2. novel
topological effect in quantum optics system, such as Haldane model, synthetic magnetic
field in superradiance lattice and synthetic spin-orbit interaction in Fock-state lattices.
In the first part, we start from the Dicke state, an N-particle atomic ensemble excited by 
a single photon. Due to the interaction of the atoms with a continuum of vacuum modes, 
the Dicke state has a larger decay rate compared with an isolated atom, termed the 
single photon superradiance. In the “opposite” case, the single-photon subradiance state 
does not decay because of the destructive interference of the atomic transitions. We 
study the pro-tection of subradiant states by the symmetry of the atomic distributions in 
the Dicke limit, in which collective Lamb shifts cannot be neglected. We find that 
antisymmetric states are subradiant states for distributions with reflection symmetry. 
Continuous symmetry can also be used to achieve subradiance in an extended ensemble. 
This study is relevant to the problem of robust quantum memory with long storage time 
and fast readout.
In the second part, we start from introducing the concepts, methods, and models from
quantum optics or condensed matter physics. They include the timed-Dicke states, elec-
tromagnetically induced transparency, coupled wave equations, tight-binding model, band
theory, Floquet theory, superradiance lattice, integer quantum Hall effect, Haldane model,
etc.. Based upon these tools, we study three topological quantum optics systems: (i) a Hal-
dane model with in situ tunable topological properties in a two-dimensional momentum-
space superradiance lattice composed of timed Dicke states in electromagnetically induced
transparency; (ii) a spin-orbit coupled Fock-state lattice, which introduce a novel quan-
tum operation to generate mesoscopic superposition states, e.g., the NOON states and cat
ii
states; (iii) a synthetic magnetic field created in a quasi one dimensional superradiance lat-
tice, which is predicted to be observed in thermal vapours of alkali atoms instead of only
in cold atoms (as in previous experiments). This study aims to provide a novel, highly
tunable platform simulating exotic phenomena in condensed matter physics and offers a
basis of topological quantum optics and novel photonic devices.
iii
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NOMENCLATURE
EIT Electromagnetically Induced Transparency
QED Cavity Quantum Electrodynamic
TDS Timed-Dicke State
SL Superradiant Lattice
BEC Bose-Einstein Condensate
BZ Brillouin Zone
NN Nearest Neighbor
NNN Next Nearest Neighbor
SWEIT Standing Wave-Coupled EIT
DOS Density of States
QHE Quantum Hall Effect
AB Aharonov-Bohm
LL Landau level
TI Topological Insulator
TSL Topological Superradiance Lattice
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation and Objectives
Interaction of light with matter is one of the major subjects in the research of quantum
optics. Collective phenomenon, quantum coherence and interference have led to many
novel effects. For instance, electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) [1, 2, 3],
amplification or lasing without population inversion [4, 1, 5], ultraslow light [6], direc-
tional emission of superradiance [7], single-photon subradiance [8], collective Lamb shift
[9, 10, 11], quantum heat engine [12], efficient solar cells [13], etc..
Superradiance & subradiance (the enhanced & inhibited of spontaneous emission) of
atomic ensembles and collective Lamb shift (cooperative vacuum-induced energy shifts)
are the two sides of the same coin, which originates from the interaction of the atomic
system with a common continuum of vacuum modes. Superradiance is first predicted by
Dicke in 1954 [14]. It features an enhanced spontaneous decay rate much greater than that
of an isolated single atom. The influence of virtual transition has attracted much attention,
both in theoretical [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] and experimental study [22, 23, 24, 25].
Recently, Scully [8] proposed a new way to control spontaneous emission by preparing
and switching between subradiant and superradiant states. We extend the idea and analyze
the relation between cooperative emission and the symmetry of the atomic distribution.
Topological phases of matter [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31] are of fundamental interest and
have promising applications. Fascinating topological properties of light have been un-
veiled in photonic structures [32, 33, 34, 35, 36], time-periodic systems [37, 38, 39, 40],
and optical lattices of cold atoms [41]. However, the manifestation of topological physics
in quantum optics has not been discovered. We study the topological effect in the scheme
of standing-wave-coupled EIT and cavity quantum electrodynamic (QED), which provides
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a controllable platform for exotic phenomena in condensed matter physics and offer a basis
of topological quantum optics and novel photonic devices.
1.2 Outline
The outline of the present dissertation is summarized here.
In Section 2, we discuss briefly the mathematical framework used to study the inter-
action of matter with radiation. We derive the explicit form of the vacuum-induced coop-
erative interaction in the reduced density operator of the atomic system. We present the
influence of atomic distribution in the single-photon subradiance. In both the Dicke-limit
and an extended ensemble, we demonstrate the mitigation of the collective Lamb shift,
which degrade the subradiance in general, and the symmetry-protected subradiance.
In Section 3, we give a brief introduction of EIT, especially the susceptibility with
respect to probe field with a standing wave coupling field. Near the phase matching con-
dition, a two-mode approximation is justified and we obtain the coupled-wave equations.
Using the equations, we construct a novel way to probe the topological phase in quantum
optics system in later sections.
In Section 4, we review the band theory, including near-free electron model and tight-
binding model. The latter, in this dissertation, is the key connection between quantum
optics and condensed matter physics. Then we introduce the Floquet (temporal periodic)
theory by comparing it with Bloch (spatial periodic) theory. The temporal modulation is
crucial for breaking the time-reversal symmetry and generating the non-trivial topological
phase.
In Section 5, we discuss the Timed-Dicke state (TDS) and show that the TDS of a
collection of three-level atoms can form a tight-binding lattice in momentum space. This
lattice, coined the superradiance lattice (SL), can be constructed based on EIT. In order to
verify the equivalence between one-dimensional (1D) superradiance lattice and standing
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wave-coupled EIT, we experimentally measure the quantum transportation in a 1D SL
of a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) based on a configuration of standing wave-coupled
EIT. Resonantly excited to a superradiant state, the BEC is further transported to other
collective excited states, which form a 1D SL, by the two coupling fields of the EIT. The
directional emission of one of the superradiant excited state in the 1D SL is measured.
The quantum transportation depends on the band structure, which can be controlled by the
frequency and intensity of the standing-wave coupling laser fields.
In Section 6, we review the novel topological effect in condensed matter physics, in-
cluding integer quantum Hall effect (IQHE) and the Haldane model. We derive the Kubo
formula for the quantum conductivity, giving out a direct connection between the Hall
conductivity and a quantity, i.e., the Chern number, which characterizes the topological
property of the eigenwavefunction within the Brillouin zone (BZ). Therefore we show that
the quantization of their conductivities originates from a topological number. Here we also
discuss the edge-bulk correspondence. In a topologically non-trivial system with a finite
size, the uni-directional transport of the edge state, as well as the Chern number, manifests
its topological property.
In Section 7, we study the topological phases in a two-dimensional momentum-space
SL composed of TDSs in a scheme of EIT. By periodically modulating the three EIT
coupling fields, we can create a Haldane model with in situ tunable topological proper-
ties, which manifest themselves in the contrast between diffraction signals emitted by the
superradiant TDSs.
In Section 8, we present a novel system to prepare mesoscopic superposition states of
photons, in which three cavities interacting with the same two-level atom. By periodically
modulating the three cavity frequencies around the transition frequency of the atom with
a 2pi/3 phase difference, the time reversal symmetry is broken and an optical circulator is
generated with chiralities depending on the quantum state of the atom. A superposition of
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the atomic states can guide photons from one cavity to a mesoscopic superposition of the
other two cavities. The physics can be understood in a finite spin-orbit-coupled Fock-state
lattice, which is closely related to the Haldane model realization in Sec. 7.
In Section 9, we show that effective magnetic field can be synthesized for the wave-
mixing process. By introducing two standing waves coupled EIT with different frequen-
cies, i.e., one is near resonant while the other is far off-resonate, a uniform effective mag-
netic field can be created in a quasi one dimensional tight-binding lattice. The chiral edge
transportation can be tested by the multi-wave-mixing signals, which can be observed in
thermal vapors of alkali atoms.
In Section 10, we summarize the key results presented in this dissertation.
4
2. SYMMTRY-PROTECTED SINGLE-PHOTON SUBRADIANCE∗
2.1 Introduction
Cooperative spontaneous emission (Dicke superradiance [14]) and the cooperative vac-
uum induced levels shifts (Lamb shifts [43]) are hot topics in quantum optics. For extended
ensembles when the size of the atomic cloud is much larger than the wavelength, the di-
rectional emission [7, 44] and collective Lamb shift [11] of single photon superradiance
[45, 46, 47, 48, 7, 18, 19, 49, 50] have attracted much interest. Recently it has been shown
[8] that it is possible to use subradiance (the cooperative suppression of spontaneous emis-
sion [50]) to store a photon in a small volume for many atomic lifetimes; and later switch
the subradiant state to a superradiant state which emits a photon in a small fraction of an
atomic lifetime. Such a process has potential applications in e.g., quantum informatics.
It has been proved that the distribution of the atoms (e.g., periodic or random) in an ex-
tended ensemble has a substantial effect on cooperative spontaneous emission [51]. How-
ever, the effect of the atomic distribution in the Dicke limit has been studied only a little.
Since the distance between atoms is much smaller than the wavelength, one might guess
that the distribution of atoms is not important. We here show that the collective Lamb shift
cannot be neglected in general. However, by analyzing the relation between the symmetry
of the atomic distribution and cooperative emission, we demonstrate the mitigation of the
collective Lamb shift and the symmetry protected subradiance.
2.2 Hamiltonian
The Hamiltonian between a collection of identical two-level atoms, contains a ground
state g and an excited state e, and radiation field is well known. If the −A · p interaction
∗Reprinted with permission from "Symmetry-protected single-photon subradiance" by H. Cai, D.-W.
Wang, A. A. Svidzinsky, S.-Y. Zhu, and M. O. Scully , 2016. Phys. Rev. A, 93, 053804 [42], Copyright
2017 by APS
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is used, with dipole-dipole interaction Vij included and terms A2 ignored, the interaction
Hamiltonian is
H = H0 +HI +Hd, (2.1)
H0 = h¯ω0
∑
i
σzi + h¯
∑
ks
νka
†
ksaks, (2.2)
HI = h¯
∑
iks
giks
ω0
νk
akse
ik·ri(σ+i + σ
−
i ) + h.c., (2.3)
Hd =
∑
i 6=j
Vijσ
+
i σ
−
j , (2.4)
where the operator σzj , σ
±
j defined above satisfy the angular momentum commutation
relation corresponding to spin 1/2 value, i.e., σzj = |e〉〈e| − |g〉〈g|and σ+j = (σ−j )† =
|e〉〈g|, k(s) is the wavevector (polarization) of the radiation field, ω0 = Ee − Eg, the
atomic transition frequency, νk = kc, and the coupling coefficient is given by
giks = −
√
νk
20h¯Vph
µi · εk, (2.5)
where Vij is the dipole-dipole interaction
Vij =
µi · µj − 3(µi · rˆi)(µi · rˆj)
r3ij
, (2.6)
and rij = ri−rj = rij rˆij . In the interaction picture, the field-atom coupling term is simply
V = eiH0t/h¯HIe
−iH0t/h¯,
=
∑
iks
giks
ω0
νk
akse
ik·ri−iνkt(σ+i e
iω0t + σ−i e
−iω0t).
(2.7)
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2.3 Master Equation Approach
Let us consider the spontaneous emission using the general reservoir theory [52],
ρ˙a = − i
h¯
[Hd, ρa(t)]− i
h¯
TrR[V (t), ρa(t0)⊗ ρR(t0)]
− 1
h¯2
TrR
ˆ t
t0
dτ [V (t), [V (τ), ρa(τ)⊗ ρR(t0)]],
(2.8)
the reduced density operator for the atomic system ρa is obtained by taking a trace over the
reservoir coordinates, i.e., ρa(t) = TrR(ρa(t)⊗ ρR(t0)), where we assume the reservoir is
always at equilibrium. On inserting the interaction energy Eq. (2.7) into the the equation
of motion Eq. (2.8), we obtain (ignoring the suffice a)
ρ˙ = − i
h¯
[Hd +
∑
ij
ΩApij σ
+
i σ
−
j , ρ(t)]−
∑
ij
γ+ij (σ
+
i σ
−
j ρ− 2σ−j ρσ+i + ρσ+i σ−j )
−
∑
ij
γ−ij (σ
−
i σ
+
j ρ− 2σ+j ρσ−i + ρσ+i σ−j ),
(2.9)
where
γ±ij =
∑
ijks
giksg
∗
jks
ω20
ν2k
eik·(ri−rj)piδ(νk ∓ ω0), (2.10)
Ωii = −
∑
ks
|giks|2 ω
2
0
ν2k
(
1
νk − ω0 −
1
νk + ω0
), (2.11)
ΩApij = −
∑
ks
giksg
∗
jks
ω20
ν2k
eik·(ri−rj)(
1
νk − ω0 +
1
νk + ω0
), (2.12)
In the derivation of Eq. (2.10-2.12), we utilize the Markov approximation and the relation
[σ+i σ
−
i , ρ] = −[σ−i σ+i , ρ]. The sum over k may be replaced by an integral through the
standard prescription ∑
k
→ V
(2pi)3
ˆ 4pi
0
dΩ′
ˆ ∞
0
dkk2, (2.13)
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then we assume that all the atomic dipole along z direction,µi = µzˆ, the unit displacement
between two atoms isrˆ(θ, φ) = sin θ cosφxˆ + sin θ sinφxˆ + cos θzˆ, the directions of the
wavevector and polarization of the radiation field are denoted by k/ |k| = sin θ′ cosφ′xˆ+
sin θ′ sinφ′yˆ + cos θ′zˆ, ε1 = sinφ′xˆ− cosφ′yˆ and ε2 = − cos θ′ cosφ′xˆ+ cos θ′ sinφ′yˆ +
sin θ′zˆ. On using the expansion
eik·r = 4pi
∑
lm
iljl(kr)Y
∗
lm(θ, φ)Ylm(θ
′, φ′), (2.14)
we obtain the decay rate
γ−ij = 0, (2.15)
and (ignoring the “+” since γ−ij = 0)
γij(θ, r) =
µ2ω2pi
20h¯(2pi)3c
ˆ ∞
0
dkk
ˆ
dΩ′eik·r sin2 θ′δ(νk − ω0)
=
3Γ
4
[(1− cos2 θ)sin k0r
k0r
+ (1− 3 cos2 θ)(cos k0r
(k0r)2
− sin k0r
(k0r)3
)],
(2.16)
where Γ = µ2ω3/30h¯pic3 is the single atom spontaneous decay rate and k0 is the transition
wave vector. The collective Lamb shift is calculated via residue theorem
Ωij(θ, r) =
µ2ω2pi
20h¯(2pi)3c
ˆ ∞
0
dkk
ˆ
dΩ′eik·r sin2 θ′(
1
νk − ω0 +
1
νk + ω0
) + Vij
=
3Γ
4
[−(1− cos2 θ)cos k0r
k0r
+ (1− 3 cos2 θ)(sin k0r
(k0r)2
+
cos k0r
(k0r)3
)],
(2.17)
where Ωij(θ, r) = Ω
Ap
ij (θ, r) + Vij . it should be notice that the integral in Eq. (2.17)
has poles at k = ±k0, 0. It can be shown by contour integration that the contribution from
k = 0 is precisely−Vij and thus cancels the dipole-dipole interaction term. The evaluation
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of Ωii is a profound and involved problem. It is essentially Lamb shift and is given by
Ωii = − Γ
pik0
ˆ ∞
0
dkk(
1
k − k0 −
1
k + k0
) = −Γ
pi
ln
∣∣∣∣ω2cω20 − 1
∣∣∣∣ , (2.18)
where ωc is the non-relativistic cut-off frequency, i.e., h¯ωc = mc2. One remark is that
leading divergence of Ωii is not linear, but logarithmic, as it must be in a correct non-
relativistic calculation even without mass-renormalization [53]. For simplicity’s sake,
sometimes we can use the “scaler” field theory by ignoring the polarization of field, i.e.,
giks = −
√
νk
20h¯Vph
µi. The collective Lamb shift and collective decay rate is
Ωsij = −Γs
cos k0r
k0r
(2.19)
Γsij = Γs
sin k0r
k0r
(2.20)
which can be regarded as the average effect of the vector field in Eqs. (2.16) & (2.17)
[54, 16].
2.4 Single Photon Superradiance and Subradiance
Having motivated our interest in the problem that the N -atom ensemble excited by a
single photon, we now turn to an analysis of the correlated spontaneous emission from N
atoms in free-space induced by the collective Lamb shift and decay. We look for a solution
of the Schrodinger equation for the atoms as a superposition which decay exponentially
|ψn(t)〉 =
N∑
j=1
βje
−Λnt/h¯|j〉 (2.21)
where |j〉 = |b1, b2...aj...bN〉 is the subspace of single excitation and aj(bj) is the excited
(ground) state of the jth atom, Λn is the nth complex eigenvalue and βj is the probability
amplitude to find atom j excited. In order to describe the dynamics of the subspace, we
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can rewrite the master equation of the atoms Eq. (2.9)
ρ˙ = − i
h¯
[Heffρ− ρH†eff ] +
∑
ij
2γ+ijσ
−
j ρσ
+
i , (2.22)
where Heff = (
∑
i 6=j Ωij − i
∑
ij γij)σ
+
i σ
−
j (we ignore the single atom Lamb shift since
it is not interested to us in studying the cooperative effect). Since the last term in the right
side of the master equation is irrelevant of the subspace of single excitation, we can plug
the solution ansatz Eq. (2.21) and the effective Hamiltonian into the Schrodinger equation
ih¯
d
dt
|ψn〉 = −iΛn|ψn〉 = Heff |ψn〉, (2.23)
the eigenvalue equations are [19, 55]
Λnβi = Γβi − i
∑
i 6=j
(−Ωij + iγij)βj =
N∑
j
Mijβj (2.24)
with Mij = Γδij + (iΩij + γij)(1 − δij) with δij the Kronecker delta function are the
elements of the evolution matrix M. Numerically calculating all eigenvalues Λn by diag-
onalization of the matrix M, we obtain |Ψ(t)〉 = ∑n cne−Λnt|ψn〉, where cn = 〈ψTn |Ψ(0)〉
is the projection of the initial state to the single-photon Dicke-Lamb eigenstate and 〈ψTn |
is the transpose of |ψn〉 (since the matrix M is symmetric instead of Hermitian). There-
fore, the dynamics of the state is essentially determined by the matrix M, i.e., the atomic
distribution of the system.
The N -atom sample (size much smaller compared to the transition wavelength λ) ex-
cited by a single photon can be described by the Dicke state
|+〉 = 1√
N
N∑
j=1
|j〉. (2.25)
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Since the size of the atom is much smaller than the wavelength of the coupling field, we
could use the dipole approximation. It also allows us to distribute many atoms within one
wavelength, which is called the Dicke limit. The probability amplitude of the state (2.25)
decays at the rate Γ+ = NΓ, where 2Γ is the single-atom population decay rate. In the
“opposite” case, if we neglect the Lamb shift, the single-photon subradiance state
|−〉 = 1√
N
(
N/2∑
j=1
|j〉 −
N∑
j=N/2+1
|j〉) (2.26)
does not decay, i.e., Γ− = 0, because of the destructive interference of the atomic tran-
sitions. However, when the cooperative Lamb shifts Ωij , i.e., the effects of emission and
reabsorption of virtual photons, are counted in, it can degrade superradiance [11, 56, 57].
In single-photon superradiance, this does not overwhelm the collective enhancement of
spontaneous emission. This is not so in the case of subradiance, where the collective Lamb
shift can now destroy the ability of the atoms to “store” light, i.e., the original subradiant
states are no longer necessarily subradiant. For random atomic distribution, since each
atom “sees” different neighboring atoms, collective Lamb-shift-type fluctuation-induced
dephasing significantly degrades the destructive interference.
2.4.1 Dicke Limit
We first turn to a more detailed study of the lifetime of the |−〉 state and the way in
which collective Lamb shift type fluctuations influence the state evolution. Numerically
calculated population decay of the anti-symmetric |−〉 state with and without taking into
account virtual transitions is compared in Fig. (2.1). The Dicke limit ensemble of 100
atoms are randomly distributed along a 1D line within 0.01λ, where λ is the atomic tran-
sition wavelength. Fig. (2.1) shows that collective Lamb shifts Ωij degrade subradiance
of the state |−〉. Without Lamb shifts, |−〉 is subradiant. Counting in the Lamb shifts,
11
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Figure 2.1: Probability P (t) = 〈Ψ(t)|Ψ(t)〉 to find atoms excited as a function of time for
atoms initially prepared in the |+〉 and |−〉 states. The solid curve takes the cooperative
Lamb shift into consideration, causing rapid decay for both |+〉 and |−〉. The dashed curve
ignores the Lamb shift. For comparison, we also plot single-atom decay curve e−2γt (dot
line).
|−〉 is composed by both superradiant and subradiant eigenstates. The components of the
superradiant eigenstate decay fast, leaving slowly decaying subradiant components. We
use the scalar field, in Eq. (2.19) & (2.20), throughout this section for simplicity. There is
no essential difference between the results of the scalar and vector fields.
The mitigation of the collective Lamb shifts by arranging the atom distribution in a
ring has been found useful in maintaining superradiance [58]. If the atoms are distributed
randomly, the transition frequencies of atoms are different due to the different environment
of each atom, superradiance is destroyed. However, if they are arranged periodically on
a ring, all atoms have the same environment and the superradiance is recovered. It sheds
light on the importance of the symmetry of the atomic distribution.
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Symmetry has long been investigated as a central feature of superradiance [44]. In
Dicke’s original paper [14], it was noted that the most decaying excited state of the col-
lective atomic distribution must be symmetric since the ground state is symmetric and the
Hamiltonian preserves symmetry. The symmetry of the atomic distribution determines
the symmetry of the eigenstates. For the sake of simplicity, we take 1D atomic distribu-
tion preserving reflection symmetry for example. We set z along the line of atoms and
z = 0 as the middle point of the atomic ensemble. The mirror reflection operator pi, which
transforms z → −z, commutes with the matrix M for a periodic distribution of atoms,
[M, pi] = 0. A nondegenerate eigenstate of M is also an eigenstate of pi [59]. N eigen-
states of N atoms excited by a single photon are separated into two groups with opposite
eigenvalues of pi, i.e., N/2 symmetric and N/2 anti-symmetric states.
In the Dicke limit, the ensemble size is much smaller than the transition wavelength. If
we neglect the collective Lamb shifts Ωij in Eq. (2.24), we obtain Mij = γ for all i and j.
In this case the eigenvalues of M are Λ1 = Nγ and all others are equal to zero, i.e., there
is one superradiant state and N − 1 subradiant states [16]. The superradiant eigenstate is
the symmetric state |+〉. Any state orthogonal to this state is subradiant, for example, the
anti-symmetric state |−〉. With the presence of Ωij , |−〉 is not subradiant any more, as
shown in Fig. (2.1).
We can recover the subradiant nature of |−〉 state by rearranging atoms such that their
distribution possesses reflection symmetry, i.e., zj = −zN+1−j and pi†Mpi = M. In Fig.
(2.2b) we plot the population decay for periodic distribution of atoms. The decay of |+〉
is enhanced compared with the case of random distribution, which is consistent with Ref.
[58]. On the other hand, the decay of |−〉 state is drastically inhibited.
To analyze the reason of this inhibition, we plot βj for the superradiant state |ψ1〉 and
for a subradiant state |ψ2〉 in the inset of Fig. (2.2a). It is clear that the state |ψ1〉 is
symmetric with respect to the center of the sample. There is only one superradiant state
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Figure 2.2: (a) Distribution of decay rates for eigenstates of an ensemble of 100 atoms
regularly placed along a line with spacing between adjacent atoms 0.0001λ. Blue empty
dots are symmetric states while red solid dots are anti-symmetric states. Inset: Probability
amplitude βj as a function of the coordinate of the jth atom zj for the fastest decaying
symmetric (blue line) and anti-symmetric (red line) states. (b) Population decay of states
|+〉 and |−〉 as a function of time. Single-atom exponentially decaying curve is shown for
comparison. (c) and (d): The same as in (a) and (b), but for random spatial distribution of
atoms with reflection symmetry.
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|ψ1〉 with decay rate ∼ Nγ, as shown in Fig. (2.2a). The anti-symmetric state |−〉 is
orthogonal to the superradiant state |ψ1〉. Because of the Dicke limit, the superradiant
state |ψ1〉 shown in the inset of Fig. (2.2a) is similar to a uniform probability amplitude
state |+〉.
Since reflection symmetry is the key point in the above analysis, it is not necessary
for atoms to be periodically distributed to make the |−〉 state subradiant. In Fig. (2.2c),
we allow half of the atoms to be distributed randomly, but in reflection symmetry with the
other half. The population decay of |−〉 state is still substantially inhibited as shown in
Fig. (2.2d). This is because the superradiant state |ψ1〉 for random atomic distribution is
still symmetric and has no overlap with the |−〉 state.
Generally, in the Dicke limit, we have one superradiant and N − 1 subradiant eigen-
states. Atomic distribution determines the symmetry of the superradiant state. By prepar-
ing atoms in an orthogonal state to this superradiant eigenstate, we can reach subradiance
and store the photon. To release the photon, we can coherently change the state to have
the same symmetry as the superradiant eigenstate and achieve a rapid readout [8].
2.4.2 Extended Sample
We could achieve subradiance in extended sample as well. For an extended spherical
sample, we find [8] approximately decay rates Γk0+ ∼= γ[1+ 38pi λ
2
A
(N−1)] and Γk0− ∼= γ[1−
3
8pi
λ2
A
] for states |±〉k0 =
∑N/2
j=1 e
ik·rj |j〉 ±∑Nj=N/2+1 e−ik·rj |j〉, where λ is the transition
wavelength, R is the radius of the atomic cloud and A = piR2 is the cross section area.
The “extra” γ in Γk0+ is not important, as it is small compared to the leading term going
as 3
8pi
λ2
A
N . However the γ term in Γk0− is important. It seems like for the |−〉k0 state,
the single atom spontaneous decay rate is a lower decay limit for an extended sample.
The good news however is that the collective spontaneous decay can also be mitigated by
the spatial symmetry of the atomic distribution. In order to calculate the the evolution of
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atomic system of a dense cloud of volume V , we use equation with exponential kernel
[18]
∂β(t, r)
∂t
= iγ
ˆ
dr′n(r′)
exp(ik0 |r− r′|)
k0 |r− r′| β(t, r
′), (2.27)
where β(t, r) is the probability amplitude to find atom at position r excited at time t, n(r)
is the atomic density. Eq. (2.27) is valid in Markovian (local) approximation and is the
continuous limit of Eq. (2.24). Eigenfunctions of Eq. (2.27) are β(t, r) = e−Λtβ(r) and
the eigenvalues Λ determine the evolution of the atomic system. Re(Λ) yields the state
decay rate, while Im(Λ) describes frequency (Lamb) shift of the collective excitation. The
eigenfunction equation for β(r) reads
−iγ
ˆ
dr′n(r′)
exp(ik0 |r− r′|)
k0 |r− r′| β(r
′) = Λβ(r). (2.28)
We consider an infinitely long cylindrical shell of radius R and use cylindrical coordinates
r = (ρ, ϕ, z). The atomic density is n(r) = n0δ(ρ− R)/2piR, where n0 is the number of
atoms per unit length of the cylinder. For such geometry Eq. (2.28) reads
−iγn0
2pi
2piˆ
0
dϕ′
∞ˆ
−∞
dz′K(ϕ− ϕ′, z − z′)β(ϕ′, z′) = Λβ(ϕ, z), (2.29)
where
K(ϕ, z) =
exp[ik0
√
2R2 − 2R2cosϕ+ z2]
k0
√
2R2 − 2R2cosϕ+ z2 .
We look for solution of Eq. (2.29) in the form
β(ϕ, z) = einϕeikzz, (2.30)
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where n is an integer number and kz is the wave number of the mode along the cylin-
drical axis z. Substituting Eq. (2.30) in Eq. (2.29) we obtain the following equation for
eigenvalues Λn
Λn = −iγn0
2pi
2piˆ
0
dϕ′
∞ˆ
−∞
dz′K(ϕ′, z′)einϕ
′
eikzz
′
. (2.31)
Integrating over z′ can be done by using the integral
∞ˆ
−∞
dz′
exp[ik0
√
r2 + z′2]√
r2 + z′2
eikzz
′
= ipiH
(1)
0 (r
√
k20 − k2z), (2.32)
where H(1)0 (x) is the Hankel function. Then Eq. (2.31) reduces to
Λn =
γn0
2k0
2piˆ
0
dϕ′H(1)0 (R
√
2− 2 cosϕ′
√
k20 − k2z)einϕ
′
. (2.33)
The integration over ϕ′ can be calculated using
2piˆ
0
dϕ′H(1)0 (a
√
2− 2 cosϕ′)einϕ′ = 2piJn(a)H(1)n (a), (2.34)
and Eq. (2.33) leads to
Λn =
piγn0
k0
Jn(R
√
k20 − k2z)H(1)n (R
√
k20 − k2z). (2.35)
Hankel functions can be written as a combination of the Bessel functions of the first
and the second kind as
H(1)n (x) = Jn(x) + iYn(x), (2.36)
which yields the following answer for the real and imaginary parts of the eigenvalues Λn
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for kz ≤ k0
Γn = Re(Λn) =
piγn0
k0
J2n(R
√
k20 − k2z), (2.37)
∆n = Im(Λn) =
piγn0
k0
Jn(R
√
k20 − k2z)Yn(R
√
k20 − k2z). (2.38)
Eq. (2.37) shows that timed-Dicke state (n = 0 and kz = k0) β(ϕ, z) = eik0z has the
fastest decay rate Re(ΛTD) = piγn0/k0. However, collective Lamb shift for such state
logarithmically diverges since Y0(x) ≈ (2/pi) ln(x/2) for small x. For the states with
R
√
k20 − k2z = Anl where Anl is lth zero of the Bessel function Jn(x), such as the state
βn,kz(ϕ, z) = e
inϕeiz
√
k20−A2nl/R2 ≈ ei(k0−A2nl/2k0R2)zeinϕ, the decay rate and the collective
Lamb shift vanish. In Fig. (2.3), we compare the decay of axially symmetric atomic
states for continuous and discrete distribution of atoms on cylindrical surface. Namely,
we plot the average decay rate Γ¯ = −γ lnP (1/γ) of the state β0,kz(φ, z) = eikzz, where
P (t) is the probability to find atoms excited, as a function of R
√
k20 − k2z − A01, where
A01 = 2.404 is the first zero of J0(x). The average decay rate approaches zero when
R
√
k20 − k2z = A01 for a discrete periodic atomic distribution shown in Fig. (2.3). This
agrees with the analytical result in the continuous limit in Eq. (2.37) plotted as a dashed
line. Cylindrical atomic distribution can be achieved, e.g., by adhering nano diamond with
NV centers or SiV centers on a carbon tube.
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Figure 2.3: Solid line shows the average decay rate Γ¯ of β0,kz state for periodic distribution
of atoms on cylindrical surface sketched on the top. The cylinder consists of 1000 atoms
in 100 layers with 10 atoms per each layer. Radius of the cylinder is R = 0.5λ and
the distance between adjacent layers is 0.1piλ. Analytical result (2.37) for an infinitely
long cylindrical shell with 100/piλ atoms per unit length is plotted as dashed line. The
horizontal axis is deviation of the R
√
k20 − k2z from the root A01 of the Bessel function
J0(x). Γ¯ = −γ ln[P (1/γ)] is defined as average decay rate for time scale of 1/γ.
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3. INTRODUCTION TO EIT
3.1 Interaction Hamiltonian
We show the lambda-type three-level which is usually used for the EIT in Fig. (3.1).
We suppose the energy of the state |i〉 is ωi (i = e, g,m). The states |e〉 and |m〉 are coupled
by a strong field, and we weakly probe the optical susceptibility of the transition from |g〉
to |e〉. The coupling and probe field have the Rabi frequencies Ωc = µcEc/h¯ and Ωp =
µpEp/h¯, Ei and µi denote the field strength and the induced dipole between the states,
and νc and νp are the circular frequencies for the probe and coupling fields respectively.
The coherence decay rates of ρeg, ρem and ρmg are defined as γeg = (Γeg + Γem)/2 + γe,
γem = (Γeg + Γem)/2 + γm and γmg = γm, where Γeg(Γem) is the spontaneous emission
rate out of the state |e〉 to |g〉(|m〉) and γe(m) is the energy-conserving dephasing rate of
the state |e〉(|m〉) with respect to the ground state |g〉. The interaction Hamiltonian is (we
set h¯ = 1)
H =
∑
i
ωiσii − Ωce−iνctσem − Ωpe−iνptσeg + H.c., (3.1)
e
m
g
!
p
!
c
!
eg
!
em
Figure 3.1: The atomic energy scheme of lambda-type EIT.
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In the interaction picture, the field-atom coupling term is
V = eiH0tHe−iH0t −H0,
= ∆pσee + ∆2phσmm − Ωcσem − Ωpσeg + h.c.,
(3.2)
where H0 = νpσee + (νp − νc)σmm, ∆p = ωeg − vp, ∆2ph = −∆c + ∆p, ∆c = ωem − vc,
ωeg(ωem) is the transition frequency between levels e and g(m) and σab = |a〉〈b|. Plug the
interaction Hamiltonian into the master equation, we find the equations of motion of the
density matrix elements
iρ˙eg = (∆p − iγeg)ρeg − Ωp(ρgg − ρee)− Ωcρmg,
iρ˙em = (∆c − iγem)ρem − Ωc(ρmm − ρee)− Ωpρgm,
iρ˙mg = (∆2ph − iγmg)ρmg − Ωcρeg + Ωpρme,
(3.3)
we look for the steady solution, i.e., ρ˙ = 0 and we assume that the Rabi frequency probe
field is weak enough that most population is still in ground state ρgg ≈ 1. The ρeg in the
first order of Ωp is obtained
ρeg =
Ωp
∆p − iγeg − Ω2c∆2ph−iγmg
. (3.4)
The field induced polarization is
P = nTr[erρ] = nµ∗ρge + nµρeg, (3.5)
where n is the atomic density. We need to work in Schrodinger picture and decompose the
positive and negative frequency component [52], according to definition, we have nonlin-
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earity χ for probe field as
χ =
P (t)
0Epe−ivpt
= 3piN Γeg
∆p − iγeg − Ω2c∆2ph−iγmg
, (3.6)
where N is the number of atoms in the volume (λp/2pi)3, λp is the transition wavelength
between level |e〉 and |g〉, Γeg is calculated via Weisskopf-Wigner theory, as in Section 2.
3.2 Standing Wave-Coupled EIT and Coupled-Wave Equations
With a standing wave instead of a transient field coupling the states |e〉 and |m〉 in the
EIT scheme, the probe field sees a spatial periodic modulated susceptibility. The peri-
odicity leads to Bragg scattering of an incident probe light beam, lightwave propagation
in such crystals becomes best described in terms of a photonic band structure with band
gaps where light does not propagate, akin to the electronic band gaps in crystalline solids.
Similar with Eq. (3.4), the coherence of standing-wave EIT is
ρeg(x) =
Ωp
∆p − iγeg − (2Ωc cos kcx)2∆2ph−iγmg
, (3.7)
where we substitute the Rabi frequency of the transient coupling field Ωc with the spatial
modulated Rabi frequency of the standing wave 2Ωc cos kcx. We can describe the fields
and polarizations in slow envelope approximation, including components propagating for-
ward and backward
E(t, z) = eikp·r−ivptE+(z) + eikb·r−ivptE−(z), (3.8)
P(t, z) = eikp·r−ivpt0χ+E+(z) + eikb·r−ivpt0χ−E−(z), (3.9)
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where kb = −kp is the wavevector of the the backward field. The polarization is P =
nµρege
ikp·r−iνpt and we have nonlinearity χ+ for probe field E+ as
χ+ =
P(x, t)
0E+eikp·r−ivpt
= 3piN Γeg
∆p − iγeg − (2Ωc cos kcx)2∆2ph−iγmg
=
∑
n
χ(2n+1)e−i2nkcx. (3.10)
Near the phase matching condition ∆k = |kb − kp + kc − (−kc)|  kp, a two-mode
approximation is justified, and now we consider the probe mode kp and the 1st order
Bragg-mode −kp generated by 3rd order nonlinearity χ(3), vise versa, the reflected −kp
could also have feedback to probe mode kp. As long as we stay in linear regime, i.e.,
excitation is very weak and most population is in ground state. The nonlinearity generated
by probe (forward) and reflected (backward) field is additive. Analytic solution of the
nonlinearity χ(2n+1) is given in next section. Without consider virtual transition induced
collective effect, the solution is symmetric for forward and backward fields. Due to the
two mode approximation, we have
χ+ = χ
(1) + χ(3)e−i2nk1·r, (3.11)
χ− = χ(1) + χ(3)ei2nk1·r. (3.12)
Then the polarization could be decomposed into two modes
P(t, z) = eikp·r−ivpt0
(
χ0E+ + χ2ne
−i∆kxE−
)
+ eikb·r−ivpt0
(
χ0E− + χ−2nei∆kxE+
)
,
(3.13)
Plugging the electric field E(t, z) in Eq. (3.8) and polarization field P(t, z) in Eq. (3.9) to
the Maxwell equation
(
∂2
∂y2
+
∂2
∂x2
− 1
c2
∂2
∂t2
)
E =
1
0c2
∂2
∂t2
P, (3.14)
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we can derive coupled wave equation by collecting the kp and kb mode from both sides of
the equation. For kp mode
[−k2p+(ikp+i
vp
c
)
(
∂
∂x
+
1
c
∂
∂t
)
]eikp·r−ivptE+ = −
v2p
c2
eikb·r−ivpt0
(
χ(1)E+ + χ
(3)e−i∆kxE−
)
,
(3.15)
it yields
∂
∂x
E+ = −β0E+ + iκe−i∆kxE−, (3.16)
where β0 =
v2p
2kpc2
Imχ(1) and κ = v
2
p
2kpc2
χ(3). Similarly, we have equation for −kp mode
∂
∂x
E− = β0E− − iκei∆kxE+, (3.17)
In order to solve the coupled mode equation, we introduce E˜+ = ei∆kx/2E+ and E˜− =
e−i∆kx/2E−
∂
∂x
E˜+ = −βE˜+ + iκE˜−,
∂
∂x
E˜− = βE˜− − iκE˜+,
(3.18)
where β = β0− i∆k/2. Solve the ODEs with boundary conditions E+(0) = E˜+(0) = E0
and E−(L) = E˜−(L) = 0, we obtain the reflection R and transmission T of the probe
field
R =
∣∣∣∣ κ(e−λL − eλL)(β − λ)e−λL − (β + λ)eλL
∣∣∣∣2 , (3.19)
T =
∣∣∣∣ 2λ(β − λ)e−λL − (β + λ)eλL
∣∣∣∣2 , (3.20)
where λ =
√
β2 + κ2 and L is the sample length.
3.3 Analytic Solution of the Nonlinearity
The susceptibility of the standing-wave-coupled EIT is periodic by 2pi/k in real space
and can be expanded by it’s Fourier component,
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χ(x) = 3piN Γbc
∆p − iγeg − 2Ω2c 1+cos 2kx∆2ph−iγmg
=
∑
m
χ(2m+1)e−2mikx. (3.21)
Here we explicitly calculate the closed from of χ(2m+1),
χ(2m+1) =
k
pi
ˆ pi/k
0
dxe2mikxχ(x),
= 3piNΓbc 1
2pi
ˆ pi/k
0
d(2kx)
e2mikx
p− 1+cos 2kx
q
.
(3.22)
where p = ∆p − iγbc and q = (∆2ph − iγac)/2Ω2c . In order to calculate the integral, we
replace parameter x with θ = 2kx and introduce complex variable z = eiθ, then we have
dθ = −idz/z,
cos θ = (z + 1/z)/2,
(3.23)
the integral is written as
−i
˛
dz
zm−1
p− 1+(z+z−1)/2
h
= i
˛
dz
2hzm
z2 + 2(1− ph)z + 1 = i
˛
dz
2hzm
(z − λ1)(z − λ2) ,
(3.24)
for the determinator, we have two roots λ1(2) = −B ±
√
B2 − 1 with B = 1− ph. Since
we have λ1λ2 = 1, we could assume|λ1| < 1, in that way we only need to consider residue
of z = λ1 when m ≥ 0, therefor it yields
i
˛
dz
2hzm
(z − λ1)(z − λ2) = 2pi
2hλm1
(λ2 − λ1) . (3.25)
The upshot that we obtained is the first and third order nonlinearity
χ(1) = 3piNΓbc 2h
(λ2 − λ1) , (3.26)
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χ(3) = 3piNΓbc 2hλ1
(λ2 − λ1) . (3.27)
This closed form will be useful in the following sections when we use optical nonlinearity
to observe novel topological phenomenon in quantum optical system.
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4. LATTICE MODEL AND FLOQUET THEORY
4.1 Introduction to the Bloch Theory
The electrons in the crystal feel periodic potential. Without interaction between elec-
trons, the dynamics of the electron in the presence of the lattice background is determined
by the single particle Hamiltonian
H =
P 2
2m
+ V (x), (4.1)
where V (x+ a) = V (x). We define the discrete translation operator
T : x→ x+ a, (4.2)
which is commute with Hamiltonian H , i.e., [T,H] = 0. Assume the eigenstate |ψ〉 of H
H|ψ〉 = E|ψ〉 (4.3)
where E is the eigenenergy. We can apply the translational operator T to both sides,
TH|ψ〉 = H(T |ψ〉) = ET |ψ〉, (4.4)
in the non-degenerate case, T |ψ〉 = |ψ(x + a)〉 must be the same state with |ψ(x)〉 only
with a phase factor eiφ. Along with the periodic boundary condition, we have the relation
|ψ(x+Na)〉 = eiNφ|ψ(x)〉 = |ψ(x)〉, (4.5)
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the phase factor is φ = 2pi
N
n, n = 0, 1...N − 1. We are ready to show that the eigenstate of
the Hamiltonian is the Bloch waves
|ψq(x)〉 = eiqx|u(x)〉. (4.6)
Here q = nb/N , n = 0, 1...N − 1, b = 2pi/a is the reciprocal lattice constant, and |u〉 is a
spatial periodic function with the same periodicity as the lattice, i.e., |u(x+ a)〉 = |u(x)〉.
4.2 Nearly Free Electron Approximation
In the weak binding (nearly free electron) approximation, we assume that the periodic
potential V is sufficiently weak so that the electrons behave as if they were free and the
potential could be treated in perturbation theory. According to the Bloch theory, the ansatz
wavefunction of the eigenstate is
|ψq〉 =
∑
n
cn|q + nb〉. (4.7)
where |q + nb〉 is the wavefunction of the free electron with momentum q + nb and n is
integer. Plug the ansatz (4.7) into Schrödinger Equation Hψq = (q)ψq

...
h¯2(q+b)2
2m
〈q + b|V |q〉 〈q + b|V |q − b〉
〈q|V |q + b〉 h¯2q2
2m
〈q|V |q − b〉
〈q + b|V |q − b〉 〈q − b|V |q〉 h¯2(q−b)2
2m
...

|ψq〉 = (q)|ψq〉, (4.8)
where 〈k|V |k′〉 = ´
BZ
dxV ei(k−k
′)x. We obtain the dispersion relation  for q in the first
Brillouin zone (BZ). Since the potential is much weaker than the unit kinetic energy, i.e.
〈k|V |k′〉  h¯2q2/2m, in the weak binding approximation, the eigenstate is almost the
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free particle state except near the degenerate points, e.g., |q + b〉 and |q〉 at q = −b/2 and
|q + b〉 and |q − b〉 at q = 0. Typical band gaps are formed at the degenerate points of the
free particle states.
4.3 Tight-Binding Model
In order to study the details of the band structure, we can use the tight-binding ap-
proximation which captures rich physics and gives good qualitative results in many cases.
Since the electrons in the crystal is tightly bound to the atom to which they belong because
of the atomic strong attractive potential, the localized bound orbital level in each atom is
the unperturbed basis in this approach, . For the sake of simplicity, we only consider one
orbital in each atom and denote the wavefunction of the orbital state in nth site at position
x = na by φn(x) = 〈x|n〉. Since the wavefunction of state |n〉 is the same as the one of
|n± 1〉 if we have a spatial translation by ±a, we have the relation
φn(x) = φn±1(x± a). (4.9)
The interaction (it is the kinetic energy here) between the orbitals in neighborhood sites
can be discretized
p2x
2m
φ(x) = − h¯
2
2m
∂2
∂x2
φ(x),
≈ − h¯
2
2ma2
[φ(x+ a) + φ(x− a)− 2φ(x)],
(4.10)
it means that the kinetic energy term K = P 2/2m introduce the “hopping” from nearest
neighbor (NN) sites in the first order approximation, the hopping constant is defined as
t = −〈n|K|n± 1〉 = h¯
2
2ma2
. (4.11)
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The last term in the right side of Eq. (4.10) shifts the total energy by a constant and has
no other physical contribution (which can be ignored if we are not interested in the total
energy). Therefore in the basis of tight-binding states, Eq. (4.1) is
H =
∑
n
−(tnc†n+1cn + t∗nc†ncn+1) +
∑
n
Vnc
†
ncn, (4.12)
where cn(c†n) is the annihilation (creation) operator of the electrons in the nth site.
4.3.1 One-Band Model
Let’s consider the simplest 1D lattice with only one type of atoms, Vn = V . The last
term
∑
i Vic
†
ici = V
∑
i nˆi = V N , which is a constant, can be safely ignored. As we
did in Eq. (4.10), we assume the electrons can only hop to the nearest neighbor and t is
must be the same for all sites due to the translational symmetry. We also assume the t is
real (, which is generally true for the hopping-only models and can introduce profound
phenomenon if being complex, as shown in Section 6 and afterwards). The Hamiltonian
is simplified to
H = −t
∑
n
c†n+1cn + h.c.. (4.13)
Fourier transformation is applied from real space site to a k-space in 1st Brillouin zone
(BZ)
cn =
1√
N
∑
k
cke
ikxn ,
ck =
1√
N
∑
n
cne
−ikxn .
(4.14)
where k = −pi
a
,−pi
a
+ 1× 2pi
Na
,−pi
a
+ 2× 2pi
Na
...pi
a
. The Hamiltonian in k-space :
H =
∑
k
kc
†
kck, (4.15)
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where the dispersion relation is k = −2t cos ka, we only have one band.
4.3.2 Two-band Theory
This 1D lattice model contains two type of atoms in a unit cell. The Hamiltonian is
H = −t
∑
n
(a†nbn + b
†
nan+1 + h.c.) + Va
∑
n
a†nan + Vb
∑
n
b†nbn. (4.16)
Position of a(b) type atom in the nth unit cells are Rn,a(b) = an + ra(b). Fourier transfor-
mation is applied
an =
1√
N
∑
k
ake
ikRn,a ,
ak =
1√
N
∑
n
ane
−ikRn,a ,
bn =
1√
N
∑
k
bke
ikRn,b ,
bk =
1√
N
∑
n
bne
−ikRn,b .
(4.17)
We obtain
∑
n a
†
nbn =
∑
k a
†
kbke
ika/2,
∑
n b
†
nan+1 =
∑
k b
†
kake
−ika/2, and
∑
n a
†
nan =∑
k a
†
kak with the assumption that ra− rb = a/2. Therefore the Hamiltonian in k-space is
H = −
∑
k
2t cos
ka
2
(a†kbk + h.c.) + Vaa
†
kak + Vbb
†
kbk, (4.18)
it is convenient to write the two-band model into a 2-by-2 matrix in the k-space
H =
∑
k
( a†k bk )H(k)(
ak
bk
), (4.19)
where
H(k) = ( Va −2t cos
ka
2
−2t cos ka
2
Vb
) (4.20)
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Figure 4.1: The tight-binding model of graphene, each unit cell, defined by the lattice
vectors a1 and a2, contains two different sublattices, marked by a and b sites. There are
three NN interaction along ei, i = 1, 2, 3.
is a Hermitian matrix as a function of k. It is called the Kernel of the Hamiltonian. It
contains all the physical information of the corresponding Hamiltonian, but it is NOT a
Hamiltonian. However, it is usually called a Hamiltonian in the literature and we will not
distinguish them from now on. The dispersion relation for the two bands is obtained by
diagonalizing H(k),
k,± =
Va + Vb
2
±
√
(2t cos
ka
2
)2 + (
Vc − Vb
2
)2. (4.21)
4.3.3 Graphene
Many amazing properties of graphene come from the linear dispersion relation of elec-
tron at low energies. The electrons can be described by an equation that is formally equiv-
alent to the massless Dirac equation. This linear dispersion relation is readily derived from
two band tight-binding model in Fig. (4.1).
In the graphene, there two sites per unit cell, i.e., two sublattices, red (black) dot is the a
(b) type carbon atom. The 2D lattice vectors are a1 = a(
√
3, 0) and a2 = a(−
√
3/2, 3/2).
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We only consider the NN interaction, the Hamiltonian is
HNN = −t
∑
〈i,j〉
a†ibj + h.c. (4.22)
where 〈i, j〉 means the pair of the nearest neighbor sites. Since there are three different
NN bonds along ei:e1 = a(−1, 0), e2 = a(1/2,−
√
3/2) and e3 = a(1/2,
√
3/2), the
Hamiltonian is explicitly written as
HNN = −t
∑
i
(a†ribri+e1 + a
†
ri
brI+e1 + a
†
ri
bri+e1) + h.c. (4.23)
where the summation
∑
i sums over all the unit cells while ri is the position of the a-type
atom in each cell. Apply the 2D Fourier transformation, we obtain the Hamiltonian in
k-space
HNN(k) =
 0 H12(k)
H21(k) 0
 , (4.24)
where the non-diagonal element H12 = H∗21 = −t
∑3
j=1 e
−ik·ej . Diagonalization of the
matrix H gives the eigenvalues
±(k) = ± |t|
√
3 + 2 cos(
√
3kxa) + 4 cos(
√
3
2
kxa) cos(
3
2
kya). (4.25)
Both the the upper band + and the lower band − reach to 0 when k reaches K1 =
4pi
3
√
3
(
√
3
2
, 1
2
), K2 = 4pi3√3(−
√
3
2
,−1
2
). In the whole BZ except that the corners, upper band
has positive energy + > 0 and the lower band has negative energy − < 0. However the
two bands are degenerate at Ki. The non-diagonal element and dispersion relation can be
expanded near the corners,
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H12(K1 + q) =
3
2
taei5pi/6(qx + iqy), (4.26)
H12(K2 + q) =
3
2
taeipi/6(qx − iqy), (4.27)
±(K1(2) + q) = ±3
2
|t| aq +O(q2), (4.28)
where q = k −Ki and q = |q|. In Eq. (4.28), linear dispersion relation is obtained near
 = 0 (i.e., the low energy excitation regime).
4.4 Floquet (Temporal Periodic) Hamiltonian
Driven quantum system is intensively used in the later sections to generate novel topo-
logical effect in quantum optics. In order to capture the details of the quantum systems
that are exposed to explicit time-dependent external fields, we make a list to compare the
temporal periodic Hamiltonian with the spatial one. There are many similarities between
the two so that we utilize the method well developed in the Bloch theorem to understand
the dynamics of the Floquet system.
Spatial Temporal
Hamiltonian H(x+ a) = H(x) H(t+ T ) = H(t)
Bloch theory ψ(x) = eiqxu;u(x+ a) = u(x) ϕ(t) = e−iεtu;u(t+ T ) = u(t)
Brillouin zone quasimomentum q ∈ (−pi/a, pi/a) quasienergy ε ∈ (−pi/T, pi/T )
Table 4.1: The corresponding elements in spatial and temporal periodic system are com-
pared
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5. SUPERRADIANCE LATTICE
5.1 Introduction of Superradiance Lattice
5.1.1 Timed-Dicke state and Directional Emission
Consider a single photon with wavevector kp absorbed by a N -atom ensemble, the
Hamiltonian in the interaction picture (with the −E · r gauge) is
Vp =
∑
j
h¯gσ+j ae
ikp·rje−i(ν−ω)t + h.c. (5.1)
where σ+j = |ej〉〈gj| is the atomic transition operator, a is the photon annihilation operator,
ν(ω) is the frequency of the incident radiation (atomic transition of two atomic levels e
and g), and g is the coupling constant. We define the states
|G〉 = |g1...gN〉 ⊗ |1kp〉, (5.2)
|ekp〉 =
1√
N
∑
j
eikp·rj |ej〉, (5.3)
where |G〉 is the collective ground state and |ekp〉 is the TDS [7] generated by a photon
incidence with kp wavevector. In order to study the direction of the spontaneous emission,
we calculate the matrix element of interaction Hamiltonian between the timed-Dicke state
|ekp〉 and atomic ground state with a k wavevector photon being emitted |G; 1k〉.
〈G; 1k|V |ekp〉 ∝
1√
N
∑
j
ei(kp−k)·rj ,
∝ (2pi)
3
√
N
V
δ3(kp − k),
(5.4)
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with V being the volume of the gas. Thus, the emitted photon is directed along the exciting
photon. The directional emission can be understood that the phase match condition is
fulfilled by the atomic correlation and the vacuum mode with the same wavevector of the
exciting photon, i.e., k = kp.
The Hamiltonian in Eq. (5.1) can be rewritten
Vp = h¯
√
Ng|ekp〉〈G|ae−i(ν−ω)t + h.c. (5.5)
The cooperative interaction between N -atom and the single photon behaves like a two-
level system interaction with the incident field. When the size of the atomic sample ap-
proaches infinity, N -atoms can always reabsorb the directional emitted photon. Therefore
the dynamics of the system yields a Rabi oscillation with the effective Rabi frequency
Ω = h¯
√
Ng [17], which has a factor of
√
N enhancement with respect to an isolated
single atom interaction with a single photon.
5.1.2 Generalized TDS
With the help of an ancillary atomic level m in Fig. (3.1), the system can be driven
from |ekp〉 to the generalized TDS. The concept of TDS is generalized from its origin [7],
it is a single-excitation N -atom state |σk〉 (σ = e,m) with a quasimomentum k. If the
driving field coupling level m and e has the wavevector k1 and pi pulse area, its phase
e−ik1·r is imprinted onto the atomic phase correlation upon stimulated emitting a photon
into the mode of the driving field.
|ekp〉 → |mkp−k1〉 =
1√
N
∑
j
ei(kp−k1)·rj |ej〉, (5.6)
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By applying a pi pulse with a different wavevector k2 to drive system from m to e, the
photon absorption leads to a contribution of the conjugate phase eik2·r
|mkp−k1〉 → |ekp−k1+k2〉 =
1√
N
∑
j
ei(kp−k1+k2)·rj |ej〉. (5.7)
The pulse manipulations can be done many times within the atomic decoherence time. By
implementing the interaction of any two levels in the context with Raman configuration,
the decoherence time is proved to be as long as 1 minute in solid [60]. One remark is that
state |ek〉 does not have directional emission nor superradiance provided that |k| 6= ω/c.
Second remark is that recoil motion of the atoms can be ignored by fixing the atomic
system in solids, since the Lamb-Mossbauer effect [61, 62] yields an infinite mass of the
atoms.
5.1.3 Standing-Wave EIT
Replacing the pi pulses sequence with two counter-propagating coherent field with the
wavevectors k1 and k2 = −k1, we can write the interaction Hamiltonian
Vs = −
∑
j
h¯(Ω1e
ik1·rj + Ω2e−ik1·rj)|ej〉〈mj|+ h.c.. (5.8)
We define the creation operators
e†n =
1√
N
∑
n e
i(kp+2nk1)·rj |ej〉〈gj|,
m†n =
1√
N
∑
n e
i[kp+(2n−1)k1]·rj |mj〉〈gj|.
(5.9)
with the superradiant states |ekp〉 = e†0|G〉. Upon the transformation, the Hamiltonian in
Eq. (5.8) can be rewritten into a tight-binding form
Vs = −
∑
n
h¯Ω1e
†
nmn + h¯Ω2m
†
n+1en + h.c.. (5.10)
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The Hamiltonian in Eq. (5.10) is also valid for few excitation if the excitation number is
much less than the atom number, as long as the operators are approximately bosonic. The
commutation relation of these operators are
[en, e
†
n′ ] =
1
N
∑
j
e−2i(n−n
′)k1·rj(|gj〉〈gj| − |ej〉〈ej|),
[mn,m
†
n′ ] =
1
N
∑
j
e−2i(n−n
′)k1·rj(|gj〉〈gj| − |mj〉〈mj|),
[en,m
†
n′ ] = 0.
(5.11)
under the EIT condition Ω1,Ω2  Ωp (we replace the single photon in the probe mode
with a weak coherent field with the Rabi frequency Ωp, forming a λ-scheme EIT), the
population are mainly in the ground state |g〉, Tr(ρ|gj〉〈gj||) ≈ 1, Tr(ρ|ej〉〈ej|) ≈ 0, and
Tr(ρ|mj〉〈mj|) ≈ 0. Therefore, we obtain
[en, e
†
n′ ] = δnn′ ,
[mn,m
†
n′ ] = δmm′ .
(5.12)
Eq. (5.10) is exactly the same form with Eq. (4.16). This lattice, named Superradiance
Lattice (SL), is formally a two band tight-binding model. The corresponding elements of
the two models are compared in Table. (5.1)
SL two-band superlattice
lattice space momentum space position space
reciprocal space position space momentum space
lattice site TDS |ek〉, |mk〉 atomic orbital
coupling Ω Rabi frequency t hopping constant
Table 5.1: The corresponding elements in SL and two-band superlattice are compared
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The tight-binding model in momentum space is diagonal in the reciprocal space of
k-space, i.e., position space. The dispersion relation is, according to Eq. (4.21),
ε±(r) = ±2h¯Ω cos(k1 · r), (5.13)
where we let Ω1 = Ω2 = Ω for simplicity. This result can be obtained directly from the in-
terference pattern of the coupling standing wave in position space. Besides the dispersion
relation, SL is able to reproduce many well known phenomenons, e.g., the Wannier-Stark
ladder, dynamics band collapsing [49], making it a promising new platform to test novel
and rich physics in modern condensed matter physics.
5.2 Experimental Demonstration
We measure the quantum transportation in a one-dimensional (1D) SL of a Bose-
Einstein condensate (BEC) based on a configuration of standing-wave EIT. Resonantly
excited to a superradiant state, the BEC is further transported to other collective excited
states, which form a 1D SL, by the two coupling fields of the EIT. The directional emission
of one of the superradiant excited state in the 1D SL is measured. The quantum transporta-
tion depends on the band structure in Eq. (5.13), which can be controlled by the frequency
and intensity of the standing-wave coupling laser fields.
5.2.1 Experimental Scheme
The experiment is arranged as following such that the transportation of the excitation
in the BEC can be measured. We use a weak probe pulse to pump the ground state BEC
into the state |e0〉, which is further transported to other states in the superradiance lattice
via the coupling fields. The wavevectors of the coupling fields are arranged such that the
state |e1〉 satisfies the requirement of superradiance radiation, |k1| = |kp|, as shown in Fig.
(5.1a). This superradiance radiation is detected and its difference from the ordinary Bragg
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Δ p = 2Ωc
Δ p = −1.2Ωc
DOS
G
−
+
(b)
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e0m0(a) e1 m−1
NN
m1
Figure 5.1: Band structure of the superradiance lattice in BEC.(a) In the picture of the
superradiance lattice, the pump laser populates |e0〉, which is further connected to other
TDSs. Among these states, only |e1〉 is superradiantly coupled to the ground states and
its directional emission is measured in the experiments. (b) The atoms dressed by the
standing wave have different energies of their eigenstates |±〉 = (|e〉±|m〉)√2 at different
positions. The excitation probabilities of the BEC atoms at different positions is plotted
for two different pump frequencies. The total excitation probabilities are proportional to
the density of states of a tight-binding model of collectively excited states.
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Figure 5.2: Experimental configuration of the 1D superradiance lattice in BEC. (a) En-
ergy diagram of the 52S1/2 − 52P1/2 transition of 87Rb. A pair of strong coupling laser
beams form a 1D optical lattice and drive the transition between |e〉 = |F ′ = 1,m′F = 1〉,
|m〉 = |F = 1,mF = 1〉. The weak probe light drives the transition between the ground
state |g〉 = |F = 2,mF = 2〉 and excited state |e〉. Atoms are initially prepared in the free
reservoir spin state |g〉. (b) The experimental geometry and the laser configuration. There
are three planes, the plane of the two coupling beams, the plane of the probe-superradiant
beams, and the equal intensity plane of the coupling beams. (c) EIT spectrum for remain-
ing the atoms with only one coupling laser and probe light. The power of the coupling
laser is 200 µW and on resonance (∆c = 0). The power of the probe light is 25 µW . (d)
Superradiant spectra with a pair of coupling beams. Each of the coupling laser is 200 µW
and the other parameters are the same as in (c).
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scattering and four-wave-mixing will be discussed later.
A pure BEC with typically 5× 105 87Rb atoms is prepared in the |g〉 ≡ |F = 2,mF =
2〉 hyperfine ground state sublevel confined in a cross-beam dipole trap at a wavelength
near 1064 nm. The geometric mean of trapping frequencies is ω ' 2pi × 80 Hz. The
atomic size is estimated in the Thomas-Fermi regime to be 20 µm, when the scattering
length for |g〉 state at zero magnetic field is about 100a0. The D1 line (around 795 nm) of
87Rb atom is considered as a simple three-level Λ-type model as shown in Fig. (5.2a) due
to the large hyperfine splitting of 816.8 MHz between the two excited states. We choose
the other two relevant hyperfine levels |e〉 ≡ |F ′ = 1,m′F = 1〉, |m〉 ≡ |F = 1,mF = 1〉.
A homogeneous bias magnetic field along the z axis (gravity direction) is provided with
B0 = 2 G by a pair of coils operating in the Helmholtz configuration. A pair of strong
coupling laser beams with the intersecting angle θ = 124o drive the transition between |e〉
and |m〉, as shown in Fig. (5.2b). The coupling laser beams have the waist (1/e2 radius)
about 280 µm at the atom position. The standing wave pattern formed by the coupling
fields have about 50 layers in the atomic gases. The weak light used to pump the atoms
from |g〉 to |e〉 has a waist about 600 µm. The coupling and probe lasers illuminate atoms
simultaneously with 80 µs. The intersecting angle between the superradiant emission
and the incident pumping light is about φ ∼ 180o − θ = 56o. In order to obtain the
dark background and high signal-noise ratio for detecting the superradiant emission, the
intersecting angle between the plane of the two coupling beams and the plane of the pump-
superradiant beams is ϕ = 11o, as shown in Fig. (5.2b). The resulting superradiant
emission is measured with EMCCD.
If we only have one coupling laser, the two states |e0〉 and |m0〉 and the ground state
form an EIT configuration, which is measured as shown in Fig. (5.2c). Since the probe
(pump) beam has a waist much larger than the coupling beam and the size of the BEC,
we measure the remaining atoms by the time flight absorption image after turning on the
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coupling and probe pulse for 80 µs, rather than directly measure the absorption through
the transmitted probe beam. The frequency of the probe beam is swept through resonance
while the frequency of the pump beam is fixed on resonance ∆c = 0. Fig. (5.2c) shows
the EIT spectrum for the remaining atoms with a transparency window at the centre. As
a comparison to the latter experiment with two coupling beams, the superradiant emission
in this case is measured to be zero, as shown in Fig. (5.2d) (circle point). In contrast,
Fig. (5.2d) (solid dot) shows a typical superradiant emission when we have two coupling
lasers. Two peaks characterized by the density of states (DOS) of the 1D tight-binding
lattice (see Fig. (5.1a)) were observed.
5.2.2 Theoretical Model
A two-level system with states |e〉 and |m〉 coupled by a standing wave has two im-
portant parameters, the Rabi frequency Ω=µE/h¯ with E the electric field amplitude of
the coupling laser and µ the transition dipole moment, the single photon recoil energy
Er = h¯
2Q2/2m where h¯Q = 2pih¯/λ0 is the single photon recoil momentum and λ0 is the
atomic transition wavelength. The Hamiltonian includes two parts, H = K + V , where
K = h¯2k2/2m is the recoil energy and V = 2Ω cosQx|e〉〈m| + h.c. is the interaction
Hamiltonian. From simplicity, the momentum is denoted in unit of Q. Due to the spatial
periodicity of the coupling fields, the Hamiltonian can be written in the Bloch basis of
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|k + 2n〉mand |k + (2n+ 1)〉e where n is an integer,
H = Ψ+

. . . Ω
Ω Er(k − 2)2 Ω
Ω Er(k − 1)2 Ω
Ω Erk
2 Ω
Ω Er(k + 1)
2 Ω
Ω Er(k + 2)
2 Ω
Ω . . .

Ψ,
(5.14)
where Ψ† = (. . . |k − 2〉m, |k − 1〉e, |k〉m, |k + 1〉e, |k + 2〉m, . . . )
This Hamiltonian is for a one-dimensional tight-binding (TB) lattice in momentum
space with a lattice constant 2Q, a nearest neighbor hopping amplitude Ω, and a harmonic
potential Erk2. Compared with real space lattices, the potential energy and kinetic energy
exchange their roles [63] in a momentum space lattice. The real space potential energy V
contributes to the hopping term in a momentum space lattice, while the real space kinetic
energy h¯2k2/2m contributes to a harmonic potential, as shown in Fig. (5.3).
5.2.2.1 Subrecoil Coupling Regime Ω < Er
The eigenstates of the spatially periodic Hamiltonian are Bloch wavefunctions which
have the lattice momenta k as good quantum numbers. For the momenta at the boundary
of the Brillouin zone, k = ±0.5, |k〉m and |k ∓ 1〉e has the same energy, as shown in Fig.
(5.4b), and the model can be simplified to a two-level system. The effective Hamiltonian
can be written as
H = σˆ ·B+ Er
4
I, (5.15)
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Figure 5.3: (a) Solid lines show the free particle dispersion relation. For k = −0.25,
states with opposite spin (atomic state) couples with each other, where blue (red) dots
denote |m〉(|e〉) atomic state. (b) The equivalent model, a TB lattice in the background of
a harmonic potential for k = −0.25 in Fig. (5.3a).
Figure 5.4: (a) The band structure of the TB lattice for Ω = 0.2Er. (b) The TB model
when k = 0.5 is shown. Sold and dash lines denote the on-resonant and off-resonant
coupling between |k〉m and |k − 1〉e. (c) The TB model when k = 0 is shown.
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where B = (Ω, 0,−Erk), σˆ is the spin operator of | ↑〉 = |k − 1〉e and | ↓〉 = |k〉m.
We could observe spin oscillations [64, 65] and the 1st order atomic Bragg scattering [66]
when atom is pumped into this two-level system. A second-order coupling strength opens
the gap between the second and third bands, which is the strongest near k = 0,±1, where
the effective coupling between |k−1〉e and |k+1〉eis V2nd =e 〈k−1|V 1Ee−EmV |k+1〉e =
Ω2
Er
, as shown in Fig. (5.4c). The 2nd order Bragg scattering could be observed [66] at
this point. In this subrecoil regime, i.e., Ω < Er we could always treat the system as an
effective two-level system decoupled from other states at the momenta where gaps open.
The experiments on atom laser, atom interferometry and spin-orbit coupling [64, 65] are
mostly done in this subrecoil regime.
5.2.2.2 Superrecoil Coupling Regime Ω Er
In the regime of Ω Er, which is the case in our experiment, we define a length scale
η =
√
Ω/Er within which the potential energy is negligible compared with the hopping
energy. The states inside this length form a tight-binding lattice structure in momentum
space [49]. The real space kinetic energy is a shallow parabolic potential background in
momentum space [67, 68]. It is reasonable to neglect the shallow harmonic potential in
our experiment considering the finite decay rate and the large η ≈ 100. After the atom
is pumped into the lattice, the number of sites it can hop before it decays is Ω/Γ. If this
number is much smaller than η, we can neglect the effect of the harmonic potential. This
requires Γ √ΩEr which is satisfied in our experiment.
5.2.2.3 TDS in BEC
The atoms are initially prepared in a BEC of the ground state |g〉. We approximate this
state as |G〉 ≡ |N,q = 0〉g which means N atoms in the state |g〉 with zero momentum.
This is a good approximation for the current investigation although the atoms are in a trap
and the ground state contains other momentum components. A single photon resonantly
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absorbed by the BEC results in the state |1,kp〉e|N − 1, 0〉g where kp is the wavevector
of the probe photon, i.e., one atom is excited from |g〉 to |e〉 and acquires a recoil momen-
tum kp. We first analyse the spontaneous emission of this excited state. The interaction
Hamiltonian between the atoms and the vacuum modes is (h¯ = 1)
H1 =
∑
k,q
gka
†
kb
†
g(q− k)be(q) + h.c., (5.16)
where ak is the annihilation operator of the photon with wavevector k, gk is the coupling
constant between the photon and atoms, bi(q) is the annihilation operator of the atoms in
the inner state |i〉 with momentum q.
One particular vacuum mode with wave vector kp dominates the spontaneous emission
in the excited BEC. It is easy to find that the coupling between the single photon excited
state |1,kp〉e|N − 1, 0〉g and the ground state is
〈0, 0|e〈N, 0|gH1|1,kp〉e|N − 1, 0〉g =
√
Ngkpa
†
kp
, (5.17)
accompanied by the radiation of a photon with wavevector kp. The interaction is enhanced
by
√
N times, which is a signature of the superradiance. Instead, if the atoms radiate a
photon with momentum k 6= kp, the coupling strength is
〈0, 0|e〈1,kp − k;N − 1, 0|gH1|1,kp〉e|N − 1, 0〉g = gka†k, (5.18)
without superradiant enhancement. Here 〈1,kp−k;N − 1, 0|g means in the final state we
have one atom with momentum kp−k and N − 1 atoms with zero momentum in the state
|g〉. Therefore, the spontaneous decay of the state |1,kp〉e|N − 1, 0〉g is dominated by the
superradiance emission in the mode kp. The state |1,kp〉e|N − 1, 0〉g is a BEC version of
the timed Dicke state |ekp〉 = 1√N
∑
j e
ikp·rj |g1, g2, ..., ej, ..., gN〉 [7], where |ij〉 (i = e, g)
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and rj are the internal states and position of the jth atom.
5.2.2.4 Excitation Transport in SL
However, such a radiation is difficult to observe in the experiment, since the excitation
and radiation signals are in the same direction. In order to observe the directional radiation,
we need to change the wavevector of the excited state before it can radiate. This can be
done by introducing two coherent fields that drive the transition between the excited state
|e〉 and another ground state |m〉. The interaction Hamiltonian is
Hc =
∑
q,j
Ωjb
†
m(q+ kcj)be(q) + h.c., (5.19)
where Ωj are the Rabi frequency of the coupling field with the wavevector kcj (j = 1, 2).
We introduce a short-hand notation |el〉 ≡ |1,kl〉e|N−1, 0〉g and |ml〉 ≡ |1,kl−kc1〉m|N−
1, 0〉g with kl = kp− l(kc1−kc2) and l an integer. Through the Hamiltonian in Eq. (5.19),
|el〉 are connected via |ml〉 to form a 1D tight-binding chain, as shown in Fig. (5.1a).
Considering the on-site potential induced by the detuning of the coupling field ∆c ≡
νc − ωem with νc the coupling field frequency and ωem the transition frequency between
|e〉 and |m〉, we can write down the interaction Hamiltonian in the subspace expanded by
|el〉 and |ml〉 in a tight-binding form,
HI =
∑
l
∆c
2
(|ml〉〈ml| − |el〉〈el|)
+ (Ω1|ml〉〈el|+ Ω2|el−1〉〈ml|+ h.c.).
(5.20)
In this lattice, if |kf | = |kp| for a certain |ef〉, a vacuum mode with wavevector kf can
couple the excited state |ef〉 back to the ground state via directional superradiant emission
in kf . Other states with |kl| 6= |kp| cannot find a vacuum mode to achieve a superradiant
enhancement in their spontaneous emission. The kinetic energy due to the recoil of the
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BEC atoms h¯k2l /2m introduces a parabolic potential in momentum space, a BEC version
of the superradiance lattice. In our experiment, this recoil energy is much smaller than Ωj
and can be neglected, as mentioned in subsection. (5.2.2.2).
5.2.3 Hamiltonian
The Hamiltonian of the BEC atoms interacting with the probe and coupling light beams
is (with h¯ = 1),
H =
ˆ
dq(∆p +
h¯2k2
2m
)b†e(q)be(q) + (∆2ph +
h¯2k2
2m
)b†m(k)bm(k)
+ Ω1b
†
e(q)bm(q− k1) + Ω2b†e(q)bm(q+ k1) +
√
NΩpb
†
e(kp)bg(0) + H.c.,
(5.21)
where ∆p = ωeg − νp is the detuning of the probe field which has frequency νp, ∆2ph =
ωmg + νc − νp is the two-photon detuning. A source term Ωpb†e(kp)bg(0) loads atoms
from zero momentum ground state (BEC state) to the |e〉 state with kp momentum. The
excitations are further transported via the coupling fields to |ml〉 and |el〉 (l is an integer).
Since most of the atoms are in the BEC ground state, we can rewrite the Hamiltonian as
H = Hk +H0 +HNN +Hsource,
Hk =
∑
l
h¯2(kp + 2lk1)
2
2m
|el〉〈el|+ h¯
2(kp + (2l − 1)k1)2
2m
|ml〉〈ml|, (5.22)
H0 =
∑
l
∆p|el〉〈el|+ ∆2ph|ml〉〈ml, | (5.23)
HNN =
∑
n
(Ω1|el〉〈ml|+ Ω2|el−1〉〈ml|) + H.c., (5.24)
Hsource =
√
NΩp|e0〉〈N |g + H.c., (5.25)
where H0 is the on-site energy of the states in superradiance lattice [49], HNN contains
the nearest neighboring (NN) terms and Hsource loads atoms from ground state |N〉g to the
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BEC timed-Dicke state |e0〉 [7]
For a weak probe field, we assume the steady state is |φs〉 = |N〉g−O(A2)−O(B2)+∑
lAl|el〉 + Bl|ml〉, where |An|(|Bn|)  1. The density matrix can be assumed as ρs =
|N〉g〈N |g + (
∑
lAl|el〉〈N |g +Bl|ml〉〈N |g) + h.c. which satisfies the Liouville equation,
i
∂
∂t
ρs = [H, ρs] + L(ρs), (5.26)
In the steady state, ∂
∂t
ρs = 0, which results in

... Ω2
Ω2 ∆2ph Ω1
Ω1 ∆p − iΓ Ω2
Ω2 ∆2ph Ω1
Ω1 ∆p − iΓ Ω2
Ω2 ...

·

...
B−1
A0
B0
A1
...

=

...
0
Ωp
0
0
...

, (5.27)
where Γ = γ/2 is the decoherence rate between |e〉 and |g〉. This equation can be solved
numerically with a reasonable cutoff of its dimension. The solution of Al and Bl are going
to be used in the coupled-wave equation, as shown in the following.
5.2.4 Experimental Result & Numerical Simulation
In the numerical simulation, we also included the energy level of |52S1/2, F = 2,mF =
1〉, which is coupled by the probe field to the excited state |e〉. In addition, at the node of
the standing wave, the EIT condition that the coupling field is stronger than the probe
field fails. We need to consider the population pumped into the state |m〉, which results
in the little peak at the middle of the spectra. Theoretical fitting is performed with the
experimental parameters in Fig. (5.5) and (5.6).
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Figure 5.5: Superradiance emission spectra for the different detuning and intensity of the
coupling laser. The black line is experiment data, red line is numerical simulation with
experimental parameters. (a1)- (a4), The detuning ∆c of the coupling laser are 10MHz,
0MHz, −10MHz, and −20MHz, respectively. The power of each coupling laser is
200µW and the probe light is 25µW . (b1)- (b4), The intensity of the coupling laser are
100µW , 200µW , 400µW , and 800µW for respectively. The coupling laser is on resonance
and the power of the probe light is 25µW .
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Figure 5.6: Superradiant spectra for the different angles of the incident probe beam. The
black line is experiment data, red line is numerical simulation with experimental parame-
ters. The angles of the incident probe beam deviated from φ = 56◦ are (a) −0.2◦, (b) 0◦,
(c) 0.2◦, (d) 0.4◦ and (e) 0.8◦. The power of each coupling laser is 200µW and ∆c = 0.
The power of the probe light is 25µW .
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The two peaks in most of the figures are asymmetric. Both of the asymmetry can
be attributed to the phase mismatch ∆k. The finite size L of the BEC brings a finite
resolution of the momentum, δk = 2pi/L. For an infinitely long BEC, the phase matching
is achieved in a unique direction. On the other hand, if the BEC is much smaller than the
wavelength of the light, there is no preferred direction of the superradiant emission. In our
experiment, within the size of the BEC there are around 50 periods of the standing wave.
Instead of determining the position of a reflection band with near unity reflectance around
the phase matching point for a much longer sample, the dispersion only introduces a slight
bias between the heights of the two reflection peaks, similar to the optical Bragg scattering
experiment of cold atomic gases in optical lattices.
The major discrepancy between the experimental data and the theoretical fitting is that
the left peak in the experiment is generally lower than predicted in the theory. In addition,
when the power of the coupling field increases, the left peak shifts to the red side further
than predicted. These two inconsistencies may be attributed to the collective decay rate
and Lamb shift, as well as the non-zero momentum component in the BEC.
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6. QUANTUM HALL EFFECT AND THE HALDANE MODEL
6.1 Integer Quantum Hall Effect (IQHE)
6.1.1 Hall Effect
Consider electrons in a two-dimensional (2D) plane (x-y plane), we get some current
j by applying an electric field. Typically, the direction of the current is the same as the
electric field, which can be assumed in the x axis. Therefore we obtain the resistivity
ρxx = Ex/jx.
Now a magnetic field is applied in the z direction, perpendicular with the plane;
Lorentz force drives the charge accumulation on the top and bottom edge. The charge
on the edges produces an electric field in y direction. Then we obtain the Hall resistivity
ρxy = Ey/jx. It can be derived from classical mechanics,
eEy = evB,
jx = env,
ρxy =
Ey
jx
=
B
en
.
(6.1)
6.1.2 Landau Levels
Turn to quantum mechanical picture, we have the Hamiltonian of a charged particle in
a magnetic field,
H =
(p+ eA)2
2m
, (6.2)
with Landau gauge Ay = Bx and Ax = 0, A = pxxˆ + pyyˆ is the vector potential, xˆ(yˆ) is
the unit vector in the x(y) direction, m is the particle mass. There is no y dependence in
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Eq. (6.2), therefore we act the eigenfunction ansatz ψ(x, y) = eikyu(x) on the Hamiltonian
Hψ(x, y) = [
p2x
2m
+
1
2
mωB(x+ kl
2
B)
2]eikyu(x) = eikyHku(x), (6.3)
with the cyclotron frequency ωB = eB/m and the magnetic length lB =
√
h¯/eB. The
reduced Hamiltonian Hk is actually a harmonic oscillator in the x direction, with a center
displacement x0 = −kl2B from the origin and the frequency is the cyclotron frequency ωB.
The eigenenergy is
En = h¯ωB(n+
1
2
), (6.4)
the wavefunction of the eigenstate is
ψn,k(x, y) ∼ eikyHn(x− x0)e−(x−x0)2/2l2B . (6.5)
Consider the wavefunction in the finite region of x− y plane (say a rectangle with length
Lx and Ly), the center of the Harmonic oscillator is localized between 0 and Lx. We would
expect that the allowed k ranges from −Lx/l2B to 0. The number of states in each Landau
level is
N = Lx
2pi
ˆ 0
−Lx/l2B
dk =
A
2pil2B
=
Φ
Φ0
, (6.6)
where A = LxLy is the area of the 2D plane, Φ = AB is the flux penetrate the sample and
Φ0 = h/e is the quantum flux.
6.1.3 Turning On an Electric Field
The Hamiltonian is slightly modified by adding the electric potential
H =
p2x
2m
+
(py + eBx)
2
2m
− eEx,
=
p2x
2m
+
[py + eB(x− x1)]2
2m
− eEx1 + m
2
E2
B2
,
(6.7)
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where x1 = −kl2B + eE/mω2B is the new center offset of the wavefunction. The eigenen-
ergy and wavefunction are
En,k = h¯ωB(n+
1
2
)− eEx1 + m
2
E2
B2
, (6.8)
ψn,k(x, y) ∼ eikyHn(x− x1)e−(x−x1)2/2l2B . (6.9)
The group velocity of the states in the y direction is
vy =
1
h¯
∂En,k
∂k
=
E
B
. (6.10)
6.1.4 The Conductivity Quantization
The current operator I is given by
I = − e
m
d
dt
x = − e
m
i
h¯
[H,x] = − e
m
(P+ eA), (6.11)
where P = pxxˆ + pyyˆ is the canonical momentum. The expectation value of the current
in x and y direction is
〈Ix〉 = − e
m
〈ψ| − ih¯ ∂
∂x
|ψ〉 = 0, (6.12)
〈Iy〉 = − e
m
〈ψ| − ih¯ ∂
∂y
+ eBx|ψ〉 = −enf
∑
k
E
B
= −enfA
Φ0
, (6.13)
where nf is the number of the filled Landau levels and the sum over momentum k is the
degeneracy N in (6.6). We divide through by the area to get the current density 〈j〉 =
〈I〉 /A. Compare with the definition of the conductivity tensor in 2D
 jx
jy
 =
 σxx σxy
σyx σyy

 Ex
Ey
 , (6.14)
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we have σxx = σyy = 0 and σxy = σyx = −enf/Φ0 = −nfe2/h. It shows that the Hall
conductivity is quantized in unit of e2/h and proportional with the number of the filled
Landau levels.
6.2 Towards Topology
6.2.1 Kubo Formula
In order to justify the connection between the quantum Hall effect with topology, we
need to take a little detour about Kubo formula. We seek the generalized expression for
the electrical conductivity of a solid.
We start by dividing the Hamiltonian for the system H into two parts: H0 is the the
zero-field part and δH is the perturbation part induced by the external field. We can expand
the Hamiltonian in Eq. (6.2)
H = H0 +H
′ = H0 +
e
m
A(t) · p, (6.15)
ρ = ρ0 + δρ, (6.16)
where we assume that the external field is an AC field with the frequency ω, i.e., A(t) =
A0e
−iωt+iηt, ρ0 is the equilibrium state of the zero-field Hamiltonian H0 (It’s the Fermi
distribution for electrons f0). Since the field is adiabatically turned on at t = −∞, we
have η → 0+. The expectation value of the current operator is 〈j〉 = Tr[jδρ] where the
current operator is given by j = ev. By using E(t) = −A˙(t), we have E(ω) = iωA(ω).
We obtain
H ′ =
h¯e
im
A ·∇ = − h¯e
mω
E ·∇, (6.17)
In the presence of the time-dependence external perturbation H ′, we have the Schrödinger
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equation and collect terms in the first order of perturbation
ih¯
d
dt
δρ = [H0, δρ] + [H
′, ρ0], (6.18)
Since δρ should have the same time dependence with H ′ (in slow changing envelope ap-
proximation), we have δ˙ρ = (−iω + η)δρ. In order to obtain the matrix element in the
basis of equilibrium state |k〉
ih¯〈k′|δ˙ρ|k〉 = 〈k′|H0δρ− δρH0|k〉+ 〈k′|H ′ρ0 − ρ0H ′|k〉,
= [E(k′)− E(k)]〈k′|δρ|k〉 − [f0(k′)− f0(k)]〈k′|H ′|k〉,
(6.19)
therefore the matrix elements read
〈k′|δρ|k〉 = f0(k
′)− f0(k)
E(k′)− E(k) + ih¯(iω − η)〈k
′|H ′|k〉, (6.20)
combined with current operator, we have the Hall conductivity
σxy =
〈jy〉
E
=
∑
kk′
〈k|jy|k′〉〈k′|δρ|k〉,
=
∑
kk′
e2
iω
f0(k
′)− f0(k)
E(k′)− E(k) + ih¯(iω − η)〈k|vy|k
′〉〈k′|vx|k〉,
=
∑
kk′
e2
iω
f0(k
′)[
〈k|vy|k′〉〈k′|vx|k〉
E(k′)− E(k) + ih¯(iω − η) +
〈k|vx|k′〉〈k′|vy|k〉
E(k′)− E(k)− ih¯(iω − η) ].
(6.21)
We are interested by the DC field response with ω → 0 and η = 0. Provided with the
relation
1
E(k′)− E(k)± ω =
1
E(k′)− E(k)(1∓
1
E(k′)− E(k)), (6.22)
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we separate the conductivity σxy into two parts, σxy = σ1 + σ2,
σ1 =
∑
kk′
e2
iω
f0(k
′)
〈k|vy|k′〉〈k′|vx|k〉+ 〈k|vx|k′〉〈k′|vy|k〉
E(k′)− E(k) , (6.23)
σ2 =
∑
kk′
h¯e2
i
f0(k
′)
−〈k|vy|k′〉〈k′|vx|k〉+ 〈k|vx|k′〉〈k′|vy|k〉
[E(k′)− E(k)]2 , (6.24)
Although σ1 appears divergent when k = k′, it can be eliminated using the Heisenberg
equation of motion
〈k|vy|k′〉 = 〈k| i
h¯
[H0, y]|k′〉 = i
h¯
[E(k)− E(k′)]〈k|y|k′〉.
It yields
σ1 =
∑
kk′
e2
h¯ω
[〈k|y|k′〉〈k′|vx|k〉 − 〈k|y|k′〉〈k′|vx|k〉] = 0. (6.25)
In the limitation of zero Temperature, the Fermi distribution is simplified to f0(E) = 1(0)
when the energy E is lower (higher) than the Fermi energy EF . We can further simplify
the Kubo formula (see Appendix A) and use |u(k)〉 to denote the eigenstate of zero-field
Hamiltonian with quasimomentum k in BZ to avoid confusion.
σxy =
∑
nf
e2
h
C, (6.26)
where
C = −i 1
2pi
ˆ
BZ
dk〈 ∂u
∂ky
| ∂u
∂kx
〉 − 〈 ∂u
∂kx
| ∂u
∂ky
〉, (6.27)
The dimensionless quantity C is a number known as the first Chern number. It is always
an integer.
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6.2.2 Berry Connection, Berry Curvature and Chern Number
For the Bloch wave function |ψ〉 = eik·r|uk〉 in 2D, we define Berry connection
A(k) = −i〈uk|∇|uk〉, (6.28)
and Berry curvature
F (k) =∇×A|z = −iij〈∂iuk|∂juk〉, (6.29)
where ∇ is the partial derivative operator in momentum space and xy = −yx = 1 is the
Levi-Civita symbol in 2D. The Berry quantities, the magnetic quantities, and differential
geometry quantities are compared in Table. (6.1). The following items are quantized due
Berry Magnetic Differential Geometry
Berry connection A(k) Vector potential A Connection on a bundle
Berry curvature F = ∇×A Magnetic field B =∇×A Gaussian curvature
Chern Number C magnetic charge qm = n ch¯2qe Euler characteristic χM
Table 6.1: The corresponding quantities of Berry, magnetic, and differential geometry are
compared
to topological reasons, which is known as topological quantization: the Chern number C
is quantized, which measures the quantized Hall conductivity
C =
1
2pi
ˆ
BZ
Fd2k =
1
2pi
˛
BZ
A · dk, (6.30)
the n is quantized, which measures the number of magnetic monopole inside a closed
surface M
n =
ˆ
M
B · ds, (6.31)
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and the Euler characteristic χM is quantized, which measures the topological nature of a
closed manifold M . The idea of the topology originates from the description of three-
dimensional manifold. χM is directly related to the genus g of the manifold, χM = 2(1−
g). The genus measures the number of “handles” on a object. For instance, sphere has no
handle, so g = 0 and χM = 2. For torus in g = 1 and χM = 2. For double torus g = 2 and
χM = −2. χM will remain the same if we deform any manifold in real space adiabatically.
The concept is generalized to quantum physics, giving the IQHE a topological nature.
6.3 Chern Insulator
6.3.1 Aharonov-Bohm (AB) Effect
The AB effect is a quantum phenomenon. If a charged particle moves around a closed
contour, the phase difference ∆φ between the final and initial states is proportional to the
magnetic flux penetrating the contour Φ =
´
B ·ds = ¸ A ·dl, ∆φ = Φe/h¯. The magnetic
flux is invariant under gauge transformation
A′ → A+∇χ,
V ′ → V − ∂χ
∂t
,
(6.32)
therefore it yields the gauge invariance of ∆φ
∆φ′ =
e
h¯
˛
A′ · dl = e
h¯
˛
(A+∇χ) · dl = e
h¯
˛
A · dl + (χ0 − χ0) = ∆φ. (6.33)
For the discrete version of AB effect in the lattice, let us consider three sites a, b and c for
simplicity. The hopping constant between these three sites are tab, tbc and tca respectively.
If a particle hops along the trajectory of a→ b→ c→ a, the hopping strength around the
closed loop is
tabtbctca = |tabtbctca| ei(φab+φbc+φca). (6.34)
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The phase picked up by the particle is φab + φbc + φca = 2piΦ/Φ0, where Φ0 = h/e is the
unit quantum flux. Since the phase of any segment of the trajectory φij is gauge dependent,
φ′ij → φij = φij+(χi−χj)e/h¯, the phase picked up by the particle for any open trajectory
is not a physical observable and has no physical meaning, which is different from the one
for a closed loop. The phase φij is directional, tij and tji have opposite complex phases,
i.e., φij = −φji, because of the Hermitian condition. The complex hopping constant
induced by the magnetic field breaks the time-reversal symmetry because magnetic field
changes its direction B → −B in the time reversal transformation. In other words, all the
phases should flip their sign.
However, if the system contains the intrinsic mechanism (instead of external field) to
induce the complex hopping constant with nonzero phase accumulation over some closed
loops, the particle interacts with an effective magnetic field which is defined by the phase,
or the effective magnetic flux.
6.3.2 The Haldane Model
Surprisingly, the non-trivial Chern number may not involve with any magnetic field.
Haldane [26] designed the first system which has the Hall-like response, insulating bulk
and conductive edge, without the existence of external magnetic field and the Landau
levels.
In the basis of the tight-binding model of graphene, let us add some next nearest neigh-
bor (NNN) interaction with complex hopping constant. In Fig. (6.1), we choose the ampli-
tude t2 and complex phase φ to be the same for all the NNN bonds. If the particle hopping
direction is along the arrow marked, it picks up a phase of φ. If the hopping direction is
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Figure 6.1: The Haldane model, showing NN bonds (solid lines) and NNN bonds (dashed
lines). Arrows on the NNN bonds indicate the direction of the positive phase picked up by
particle hopping along the bonds.
opposite with arrow, the phase is −φ. There are three types of NNN bonds along
v1 = e3 − e2 = a(0,
√
3),
v2 = e1 − e3 = a(−3
2
,−
√
3
2
),
v3 = e2 − e1 = a(
√
3
2
,−3
2
).
(6.35)
The interaction term of the NNN bonds is
HNNN = −t2eiφ
∑
i
(a†riari+v1+a
†
ri
ari+v2+a
†
ri
ari+v3)+h.c.+(a→ b, φ→ −φ). (6.36)
Apply the 2D Fourier transformation, we obtain
HNNN = −2t2
∑
k
a†kak[cos(k · v1 − φ) + cos(k · v2 − φ) + cos(k · v3 − φ)]
− 2t2
∑
k
b†kbk[cos(k · v1 + φ) + cos(k · v2 + φ) + cos(k · v3 + φ)].
(6.37)
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Together with the NN bonds Hamiltonian in Eq. (4.23), the Hamiltonian of Haldane model
H = HNN +HNNN is
H(k) =
 H11(k) H12(k)
H21(k) H22(k)
 , (6.38)
where the non-diagonal terms are the same with the graphene model and the diagonal
terms are
H11 = −2t2[cos(k · v1 − φ) + cos(k · v2 − φ) + cos(k · v3 − φ)],
H22 = −2t2[cos(k · v1 + φ) + cos(k · v2 + φ) + cos(k · v3 + φ)].
(6.39)
The Hamiltonian in Eq. (6.38) is convenient to write in the Pauli matrices H =
∑
iHiσi
(formally equivalent to a magnetic field interaction with a spin 1/2), where σ0 = I is the
identity matrix and σx,y,z is the corresponding Pauli matrices and the effective magnetic
field is
H0 = −2t2 cosφ(cosk · v1 + cosk · v2 + cosk · v3), (6.40)
Hz = −2t2 sinφ(sink · v1 + sink · v2 + sink · v3), (6.41)
Hx = −t(cosk · e1 + cosk · e2 + cosk · e3), (6.42)
Hy = −t(sink · e1 + sink · e2 + sink · e3). (6.43)
The energy dispersions for eigenstates are
±(k) = H0(k)±
∣∣∣ ~H(k)∣∣∣ , (6.44)
where
∣∣∣ ~H∣∣∣ = √H2x +H2y +H2z . We have Hx = Hy = 0 at k = K1(2) which is the band
touching point of the graphene model. Without losing generality, the lower band − is
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studied in details in the following. Its eigenvector is
u
(1)
− (k) =
1
N (1)
 Hz −
∣∣∣ ~H∣∣∣
Hx + iHy
 , (6.45)
with N (1) being the normalization factor. This wavefunction of − is singular if Hx(k) =
Hy(k) = 0 andHz > 0
u
(1)
− (k) =
1
N (1)
 Hz −√H2z
0
 = 1N (1)
 0
0
 . (6.46)
We can also write the eigenvector in a different gauge
u
(2)
− (k) =
1
N (1)
 Hz −
∣∣∣ ~H∣∣∣
Hx + iHy
× Hz+| ~H|Hx+iHy∣∣∣∣Hz+| ~H|Hx+iHy
∣∣∣∣ =
1
N (2)
 −Hx + iHy
Hz +
∣∣∣ ~H∣∣∣
 . (6.47)
This wavefunction is well defined at the point k when Hx = Hy = 0 and Hz > 0. The
singular point, nevertheless, appears when Hx = Hy = 0 and Hz < 0. Therefore we have
to define the Bloch waves in the whole BZ with two different gauges, the wavefunction
and Berry connection of two regions are connected by the gauge transformation
u
(2)
− (k) = u
(1)
− (k)e
iϕ(k),
A(2)(k) = A(1)(k) +∇ϕ(k),
(6.48)
where the local phase eiϕ =
Hz+| ~H|
Hx+iHy
/
∣∣∣∣Hz+| ~H|Hx+iHy
∣∣∣∣ = |Hx + iHy| /(Hx + iHy). One way to
choose the boundary of two regions is to be very close to the point K1
eiϕ =
|qx − iqy|
qx − iqy = e
iθ, (6.49)
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Figure 6.2: (a)Classical picture of the edge state in the IQHE. (b) The potential V (x) along
the finite dimension. It is flat in the within the bulk and has sharp slope in the both edges.
where q = k−K1. The Chern number C− of the lower band in Eq. (6.30) is ready to be
calculated
C− =
1
2pi
[ϕ(θ = 2pi)− ϕ(θ = 0)] = 1. (6.50)
6.4 Edge States
The Hall effect can be understood in a classical picture involving the concept of “edge
states” in Fig. (6.2a) . In the 2D sample, the behavior of the electrons in magnetic field
is dependent upon their locations, which can be generally separated into two regions: the
bulk and the edge. Electrons in the bulk region are in cyclotron motion (say clockwisely),
while near the edge of the sample, the orbits of motion must collide with the bound-
ary. Since the motion has to be clockwise, the only option of the electron is to bounce
back. The average result of the bouncing back motion is a uni-directional motion upwards
(downwards) for the electron in the right (left) edge.
Consider a 2D sample with a finite dimension in x direction and an infinite dimension
in y direction, we can model the sample by a potential V (x) in Fig. (6.2b), which is flat
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within the bulk and has sharp arise in the both edges. The potential can be expanded
around the location x0 of the LL,
V (x) ≈ V (x0) + ∂V
∂x
(x− x0), (6.51)
the slope ∂V/∂x plays exactly the same role of the electric field in Eq. (6.10). The drift
velocity in the y direction can be obtained
vy = − 1
eB
∂V
∂x
. (6.52)
In particular, we can read from the Fig, (6.2b), the states localized at both edges have
opposite velocity, vy > 0 on the left and vy < 0 on the right. By introducing a chemical
potential µ, states are filled into the available states. We label the states for the same LL
with different momentum k, in other words the position of the states in the x direction, in
Fig. (6.2b). In order to obtain the expectation value of the drifted velocity, we need to sum
over all the filled states
〈Iy〉 = −e
ˆ
dk
2pi
vy =
e
2pil2B
ˆ
dx
1
eB
∂V
∂x
=
e
h
∆µ. (6.53)
The Hall voltage eEx = ∆µ, giving the Hall conductivity for a single Landau level
σxy =
〈Iy〉
Ex
=
e2
h
, (6.54)
which is exactly the expected result of the Hall conductivity. In this picture, the current is
totally carried by the edge states, which is metallic, instead of the insulating bulk states.
The states on the two edge have opposite velocities and can be cancelled out in average
without the external electric field. The applied electric field actually breaks the balance
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and generates the non-vanishing Hall current.
In previous sections, we derive the charged particle response in 2D material without
boundary. Both the translational operator in x direction Tx and y direction Ty commute
with the system Hamiltonian, therefore the momentums kx and ky are good quantum num-
bers. We analysis the topological property of the Bloch states via Eqs. (6.26) & (6.30),
which is the intrisic feature of the bulk band. This is the bulk approach. We can also un-
derstand the system in a finite size and study the edge states, which is the edge approach.
Both pictures yield to the same physical phenomenon, which is so-called the bulk-edge
correspondence [69].
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7. THE HALDANE MODEL IN SUPERRADIANCE LATTICE∗
7.1 The Haldane Hamiltonian
The 1D SL can be extended to a higher dimension lattice by increasing the mode
number of the coupling field in the EIT scheme. Especially, we could introduce a three-
mode coupling field to construct a 2D honeycomb lattice. The wavevectors of the three
coupling modes are k1 = −kcxˆ, k2 = kc(xˆ −
√
3yˆ)/2 and k3 = kc(xˆ +
√
3yˆ)/2, as
shown in Fig. (7.1c) . The Dirac point is exactly the EIT point in the 2D SL. The hopping
constant is the Rabi frequency of the coupling field while the on-site potential, the energy
difference between the two sites in a unit cell, can be tuned by its frequency. Interesting
physics based on the honeycomb lattice structure, the Haldane model for instance, can be
studied upon the 2D SL.
In order to introduce the complex NNN interaction, like the ones in Eq. (6.37), we
consider periodically modulated Rabi frequencies Ω1,2,3 of coupling fields,
Ωl = Ωs + 2Ωd cos(νdt+ φl) (7.1)
where l = 1, 2, 3, Ωs(Ωd) is the static (dynamic) components of the Rabi frequency Ωl
along kl, νd is the modulation frequency, and φl is the modulation phase for each mode
respectively. The Hamiltonian of these TDS is (similar with the 1D lattice in Eq. (5.19))
HI = h¯
∑
k
[
∆c
2
(|ek〉〈ek| − |mk−k1〉〈mk−k1|) +
3∑
l=1
Ωl|ek〉〈mk−k1|+ h.c.]. (7.2)
where k = kp + r(k2−k1) + s(k3−k1) with integers r and s. Here we have assumed the
∗Reprinted with permission from "Topological phase transitions in superradiance lattices," by D.-W.
Wang, H. Cai, L. Yuan, S.-Y. Zhu, and R.-B. Liu, 2015, Optica, 2, 712-715 [70], Copyright 2017 by OSA
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Figure 7.1: Realization of the Haldane model in a superradiance lattice of timed Dicke
states in electromagnetically induced transparency. (a) Schematic configuration of the
probe field kp, EIT coupling fields along k1,2,3, and diffraction fields along k+ ≡
k1 − k3and k− ≡ k1 − k3 (b) the energy level diagram of the EIT coupling, probe,
and scattering fields, (c) honeycomb structure of the SL. |ek〉 and |mk〉 correspond to the
two sublattices. The NNN hopping Ω31 (red solid arrows), Ω23 (blue dotted arrows), and
Ω12 (green dashed– dotted arrows) enclose a nonzero effective magnetic flux in momen-
tum space. The arrow on the circle denotes the direction of the excitation current when the
Chern number C = 1.
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size of the atomic ensemble to be much smaller than c/νd (where c is the speed of light)
and hence neglected the position dependence of the modulation. On the other hand, the
ensemble size is much larger than c/νc and the number of atoms N  1 such that the
TDSs in the SL are approximately orthogonal to each other, i.e., 〈ek|ek′〉 = δkk′ in Eq.
(5.12). We assume the atoms be randomly distributed and their number is large enough to
cover all possible points in the real space BZ. The size of the SL can be treated as infinite.
We expand the Hamiltonian in (7.2) by their temporal frequency, into static, positive
and negative frequency components,
H = H0 +H+e
iνdt +H−e−iνdt (7.3)
where
H0 = h¯
∑
k
[
∆c
2
(|ek〉〈ek| − |mk−k1〉〈mk−k1 |)− Ωs
3∑
l=1
|ek〉〈mk−k1|+ h.c.], (7.4)
H+ = −h¯Ωd
∑
k
(
3∑
l=1
Ωle
iφl |ek〉〈mk−k1|+ h.c.], (7.5)
H− = −h¯Ωd
∑
k
(
3∑
l=1
Ωle
−iφl |ek〉〈mk−k1|+ h.c.]. (7.6)
Note thatH± are not Hermitian themselves, butH+ is the Hermitian conjugate ofH−. It is
the phase factor e±iφl that plays the crucial role of generating the complex NNN interaction
hopping term in SL.
The dynamics of the system is a Floquet problem. According to Floquet theorem (in
Table. (5.1)), the wave function can be written as (similar with the Bloch theory)
|Ψ〉 = e−iεt/h¯|ψ(t)〉, (7.7)
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where ε is the quasi-energy. Due to the periodicity ψ(t+ 2pi/νd) = ψ(t),
|ψ(t)〉 =
∑
n
einνdt|ψn〉. (7.8)
Substituting the Eq. (7.2-7.8) to the Schrodinger equation, ih¯∂|Ψ〉/∂t = H|Ψ〉, and col-
lecting the terms with the same time evolution, We obtain
(ε− h¯nνd)|ψn〉 = H0|ψn〉+H+|ψn−1〉+H−|ψn+1〉. (7.9)
The quasi-eigenenergy can be obtained by diagonalizing the above Hamiltonian.
For the sake of simplicity,we assume the separation between the Floquet sidebands
is much larger than the bandwidth, νd  Ωs,d,∆c, where the perturbation theory can be
applied [71]. When the probe field is near resonance, ∆p = ωeg − νp  Ωs, where ωeg
is the transition frequency between e and g and νp is the probe field frequency, only the
Floquet band with n = 0 in Eq. (7.9) is relevent. In other words, we ignore the side-band
generation. For states with eigenfrequencies near ε = 0, the effective Hamiltonian can be
obtained by standard second-order perturbation as
ε|ψ0〉 = Heff |ψ0〉 (7.10)
where Heff = H0 +H ′ with NNN interaction
H ′ =
1
h¯νd
(H+H− −H−H+),
=
∑
k
∑
l 6=j
h¯Ωlj|ek+kl−kj〉〈ek|+ h.c.+ (e→ m,k→ k− k1),
(7.11)
where Ωlj = 2iΩ′ sin(φl − φj) with Ω′ = Ω2d/νd. The crucial factor i = eipi/2 comes from
the quantum interference between the two pathways shown in Fig. (7.2a)
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Figure 7.2: Complex next-nearest-neighbor hopping induced by Rabi frequency modu-
lation. (a) The Floquet sidebands of the SL and the NNN transition Ω13 (dashed arrow)
induced by the interference between two second-order inter-sideband transitions (solid ar-
row). Phases are labelled for each step. (b) The effective NNN transitions in a unit cell.
The NNN hopping Ω31 (red arrow), Ω23 (blue dot arrow) and Ω12 (green dash dot arrow)
enclose a nonzero effective magnetic flux.
The effective Hamiltonian is greatly simplified in the real-space representation. We
denote the real-space basis states as
|eri〉 = |g1, g2...ej...gN〉,
|mri〉 = |g1, g2...mj...gN〉.
(7.12)
The effective Hamiltonian can be written as
Heff =
∑
j
h(rj) · σj (7.13)
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Figure 7.3: Effective magnetic fields in a Brillouin zone for topological and trivial SL’s.
(a) A topological SL with ∆c = 0 . (b) A trivial SL with ∆c = 36Ω′. The arrows show the
vector hxxˆ+ hyyˆ and the colours show hz. The x and y axis are in unit of k−1c . The phase
of the coupling field kl is φl = (l − 1)4pi/3 and α = 3
√
3/2. Note that the K1/K2 points
at the boundaries of the first Brillouin zone are equivalent.
where the effective magnetic field h(rj) = (hx, hy, hz) with
hx = −h¯Ωs
3∑
l=1
cos(rj · kl) (7.14)
hy = h¯Ωs
3∑
l=1
sin(rj · kl), (7.15)
hz =
h¯∆c
2
+ 2ih¯
3∑
l=1
Ω(l+1)l sin[rj · (kl+1 − kl)] (7.16)
and the pseudo spin σj = (σxj , σ
y
j , σ
z
j ) with the Pauli matrices for the jth atom defined as
σxj = |erj〉〈mrj | + h.c., σyj = −i|erj〉〈mrj | + h.c. and σzj = |erj〉〈erj | − |mrj〉〈mrj |. The
effective magnetic field is exactly the ones in Haldane model in Eq. (6.41-6.43)
7.2 Chern Number
In Fig. (7.3) , we plot the effective magnetic field h for both (a) topological non-trivial
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whose band gap is opened by the NNN hopping and (b) trivial SL by the on-site potential.
At the K1 point r+ = − 4pi3√3kc (
√
3
2
xˆ + 1
2
yˆ) and K2 point r− = 4pi3√3kc (
√
3
2
xˆ + 1
2
yˆ), the band
gaps are minimized, where
3∑
l=1
eir±·kl = 0 (7.17)
and hence hx = hy = 0. At the symmetry points of the BZ the Hamiltonian is diagonalized
Hr±) = ( h¯∆c
2
± 2
√
3Ω′h¯α)σz (7.18)
where α = −∑3l=1 sin(φl+1 − φl). If we go from the K1 point to K2 point, h flip its sign,
i.e.,
∣∣2√3Ω′h¯α∣∣ > |h¯∆c/2|. Then h moves from the north pole to the south pole of the
Bloch sphere and we can’t use one gauge to describe the whole BZ, therefore we obtain
the non-trivial Chern number as 1 (following the argument in 6.3.2). If the onsite offset is
large enough that the band gap is opened by the ∆c, i.e.,
∣∣2√3Ω′h¯α∣∣ < |h¯∆c/2|, hz keeps
the same sign from K1 point to K2 point. h only covers a patch on the Bloch sphere and
we can describe the whole BZ with one gauge, thus the single-valued Berry connection
A has no singularities on a closed surface and the Chern number is zero. Generally, the
Chern number of the upper band can be written as
C =
1
2
[sign(∆c + 4
√
3Ω′α)− sign(∆c − 4
√
3Ω′α)], (7.19)
Specifically, when ∆c = 0, C = sign(α). The Chern number of the upper and lower bands
C and C ′ are opposite. In Fig. (7.4a) , we plot α with φ1 = 0 and 0 ≤ φ2,3 ≤ 2pi. The
topological property of this SL Haldane model can be represented by the distribution of φl
on a unit circle. There are two distinct topological configurations, counter-clockwise φ1,
φ2 and φ3 for C = −1 and clockwise φ1, φ2 and φ3 for C = 1, as shown in Fig. (7.4b).
The time reversal t→ −t in Eq. (7.1) is equivalent to φl → −φl, which leads to C → −C.
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7.3 Optical Observable
Unlike TIs [29, 31], topological superradiance lattice (TSLs) have no outer edges in
the semi-classical limit of the coupling fields. Neither do TSLs have Fermi surfaces. Nev-
ertheless, the TSL has its unique topological properties that are observable. Some of the
TDSs have directional superradiance emission. Of all the TDSs in the SL, only those |ek〉
with |k| = ωeg/c can satisfy momentum conservation, and have directional emission in k
[7]. We call these states superradiant TDSs and the other ones subradiant TDSs. We can re-
gard these superradiant TDSs as an inner edge of a honeycomb lattice of subradiant TDSs
[72]. The topological orders lead to different light emissions from different superradiant
TDSs. Alternatively, we can also tune the probe field frequency to test the topological band
properties at certain energy, which is analogous to tuning the Fermi surface in a fermionic
system.
7.3.1 Steady State
In the scheme of the three coupling field in Fig. (7.1a), we set the probe field vector
to be kp = −k1. In this case we have only three superradiant TDSs with wavevectors kp,
k+ = −k3 and k− = −k2. The excitation |ekp〉 flows to |ek±〉 and emits photons along
k±. We denote the steady state probability amplitudes of states |ek±〉 as ck± , which can be
obtained by solving the dynamic evolution of the system. Consider the total Hamiltonian
including the probe field in real space,
H =
N∑
j=1
(hz − h¯ν˜p)|erj〉〈erj | − (hz + h¯ν˜p)|mrj〉〈mrj |
+ [(hx − ihy)|erj〉〈mrj |+ h.c.]− [h¯Ωpeikp·rj |erj〉〈G|+ h.c.],
(7.20)
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with ν˜p = ∆c/2−∆p being the probe detuning with respect to the middle of the band gap
and Ωp the probe field Rabi frequency. The wavefunction in the real space
|Ψ〉 = cG|G〉+
N∑
j=1
ce(rj)|erj〉+
N∑
j=1
cm(rj)|mrj〉. (7.21)
The dynamic equations of the probability amplitudes are
c˙e(rj) = [− i
h¯
(hz − h¯ν˜p)− γe]ce(rj)
− i
h¯
(hx − ihy)cm(rj) + iΩpeikp·rjcG,
c˙m(rj) = [
i
h¯
(hz + h¯ν˜p)− γm]cm(rj)
− i
h¯
(hx + ihy)cm(rj),
(7.22)
where γe(m) is the decoherence rate of |e(m)〉 states. In the limit of weak probe field
Ωp  γe, we have cG ≈ 1. In the steady state, c˙m = c˙e = 0. Then we obtain
ce(rj) =
h¯Ωpe
ikP ·rj
hz − h¯ν˜p − ih¯γe + h
2
x+h
2
y
hz+h¯ν˜p+ih¯γm
. (7.23)
In the SL coordinates, the wavefunction can be written as
|Ψ〉 = cG|G〉+
∑
k
ck|ek〉+ ck−k1 |mk−k1〉. (7.24)
where the probability amplitude
ck = 〈ek|Ψ〉 = 1√
N
N∑
j=1
e−ik·rjce(rj) (7.25)
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For uniformly distributed atoms, we can assume all points in the real space BZ are occu-
pied by atoms, so the summation can be written as integration in the 1st BZ
ck =
√
N
S
‹
BZ
ce(r)e
−ik·rds, (7.26)
where S is the area of the first BZ.
7.3.2 Diffraction Contrast
We define the superradiance contrast
η =
∣∣ck+∣∣2 − ∣∣ck−∣∣2∣∣ck+∣∣2 + ∣∣ck−∣∣2 . (7.27)
For C = 1, the excitation current flows along |ekP 〉 → |ek+〉 → |ek−〉 [72], as shown
in the arrow direction of the blue circle in Fig. (7.1c). Since each TDS |ek〉 or |mk〉 has
a decoherence rate γe or γm respectively, the excitation decays while flowing, and it is
more probable in state |ek+〉 than in state |ek−〉. We therefore have η > 0. Similarly,
for C = −1, η < 0. Thus the sign changes of the superradiance contrast signatures
the topological phase transition, as seen in Fig. (7.5a) . The superradiance contrast in
Fig. (7.5a) is consistent with Fig. (7.4b), except for the two diagonal corners where the
topological currents are weak and the local effect inside a unit cell dominates.
We quantitatively compare the contrast between
∣∣ck+∣∣2 and ∣∣ck−∣∣2 in topological non-
trivial and trivial SL. We assume ν˜p = γm = 0. Then Eq. (7.23) becomes
ce(r) =
hz
h2 − ih¯hzγe h¯Ωpe
ikP ·r. (7.28)
We assume Ω′,∆c  Ωs and thus ce(r) is highly centered at K1 and K2 points, where we
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φ1 = 0, φ2 = 4pi/3 and φ3 = 2pi/3. For both figures, Ωs = 3, γe = 1, and γm = 0.1.
have hx = hy = 0 and
ce =
h¯Ωp
hz − ih¯γe e
ik·r, (7.29)
The probability amplitude ck can be approximately calculated by the integration of ce(r)
in small areas near r±
ck ≈
√
Nh¯Ωp
S
[ei(kp−k)·r+
ˆ
r+
dxdy
hz − ih¯γe + e
i(kp−k)·r−
ˆ
r+
dxdy
hz − ih¯γe ], (7.30)
where the phase factor have been taken out of the integration since they do not have sig-
nificant change in the small areas. For a topological non-trivial SL, where Ω′ > 0 and
∆c = 0, hz has opposite sign at r±, We denote
´
r±
(hz − ih¯γe)−1dxdy = ±p+ iq. Thus
ck ≈ 2i
√
Nh¯Ωp
S
{p sin[(kp − k) · r+] + q cos[(kp − k) · r+]}. (7.31)
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For kp = −k1, k+ = −k3 and k− = k2, we have
η ≈ 2
√
3pq
3p2 + q2
. (7.32)
However, for a topological trivial SL, where Ω′ = 0 and ∆c 6= 0, hz has the same sign at
r±. We have
´
r±
(hz − ih¯γe)−1dxdy = p+ iq and
ck ≈ 2i
√
Nh¯Ωp
S
(p+ iq) cos[(kp − k) · r+]. (7.33)
Therefore ck+ = ck− and η = 0.
7.3.3 Transient Light Propagation
The TSLs have unique features in transient light propagation under pulse probe. In Fig.
(7.6) , we compare the pulse propagation in a trivial SL with zero Ω′ and that in a TSL.
For a weak probe pulse, the linear susceptibility is χ(1) ∝ ckp and the linear absorption is
Imχ(1). The two multiwave mixing signals along k± correspond to the nonlinear suscep-
tibilities χ± ∝ ck± and can be understood as a result of optical grating[49]. We simulate
the pulse propagation for the three modes along kp,±; using coupled wave equations (see
section 3.2 and Appendix B). For a trivial SL without modulation, the light propagating
along k is symmetric, while for a TSL with C = 1, the topological currents drive the
probe pulse to k+, even if the NNN hopping is two orders of magnitude smaller than the
nearest-neighbor hopping.
7.4 Experimental Proposal
TSLs can be readily realized in experiments for cold alkali atoms. Taking a 85Rb
D1 line, for example, we can have |g〉 = |52S1/2, F = 2〉, |e〉 = |52P1/2, F = 2〉 and
|m〉 = |52S1/2, F = 3〉, γe = 2.9MHz, and γm is controllable via an inhomogeneous
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Figure 7.6: Real-space propagation of a light pulse through an atom ensemble driven into
trivial or topological superradiance lattices. Diffraction of a weak Gaussian probe pulse
in the x − y plane for (a) a trivial SL with Ωd = 0 and (b) a TSL with C = 1. φ1 = 0,
φ2 = 4pi/3, φ3 = 2pi/3, and Ω; = 0.01. The derived linear and nonlinear susceptibilities
are χ(1) = i0.1410, χ+ = χ− = −i0.0522 in (a) and χ(1) = i0.1410, χ+ = −i0.1057n
χ− = −i0.0021 in (b). The parameters are such that Ωs = 3, ∆p = ∆c = 0, γe = 1,
and γm = 0.01. The square denotes the area occupied by atoms. The three figures in each
group are for scaled time t = 1, 80, 100, successively. We assume the group velocity to be
uniform everywhere.
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magnetic field. The Rabi frequency Ωs = 3γe = 8.6MHz (intensity 25mW/cm2). The
modulation frequency can be νd = 10γe = 28.8MHz, which is large enough to separate
the Floquet bands. One can trap 106 atoms in 1mm3 such that N  1 and the size L of
the ensemble c/νc  L  c/νd . In the µK regime, the thermal random motions have
negligible Doppler shifts (approximately kilohertz). Another possible type of physical
system is rare earth atoms doped in solids. One should first optically pump nearly all the
population to |g〉 and then turn on three optical fields coupling |e〉 to |m〉, send in a weak
field probing the |g〉 to |e〉 transition, and detect the diffraction signals.
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8. MESOSCOPIC SUPERPOSITION STATES GENERATION IN FOCK-STATE
LATTICES ∗
8.1 NOON State Generation
Deterministic generation of NOON states up to N = 3 was achieved by first creating
entanglement between two resonators and then increasing their photon numbers [74]
|10〉 → |10〉+ |01〉 → |20〉+ |02〉 → |30〉+ |03〉 (8.1)
However, once entanglement is created, decoherence accompanies the remaining process,
which hinders the scaling up to high NOON states. Therefore, it is favorable to first create
high photon number states before generating entanglement.
|10〉 → |20〉 → ...|N0〉 (8.2)
Then apply a beam-splitter-like operation B
B : |N0〉 → |N0〉+ |0N〉. (8.3)
The operation in (8.3) for N = 1 is well known for a 50-50 beam splitter. However, the
case with N ≥ 2 is absent as far as in our knowledge. We realize that, with the help of an
ancillary control qubit (two-level atom), the following transformation that can implement
∗Reprinted with permission from "Mesoscopic Superposition States Generated by Synthetic Spin-Orbit
Interaction in Fock-State Lattices," by D.-W. Wang, H. Cai, R.-B. Liu, and M. O. Scully, 2016, Phys. Rev.
Lett. 116, 220502 [73], Copyright 2017 by APS
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the operation B and generate NOON states from number states:
a0 → a1|e〉〈e|+ a2|g〉〈g| (8.4)
where aj (j = 0, 1, 2) are the annihilation operators of three cavities, and |e〉 and |g〉 are the
excited and ground states of a two-level atom. The photon state of a cavity is transferred
to either one of two other cavities depending on the atomic states.
The significance of this transformation is manifested in achieving various types of
mesoscopic superposition states from number states or coherent states. We initially pre-
pare an unentangled state
|ψ〉 = 1√
2
|N, 0, 0〉(|e〉+ |g〉), (8.5)
where |N, 0, 0〉 indicates that the first cavity contains N photons, while the other two
cavities are in the vacuum state. After the transformation in Eq. (8.4), the state becomes
B : |ψ〉 → 1√
2
(|0, N, 0〉|e〉+ |0, 0, N〉|g〉), (8.6)
which is a micro-macro entangled state [75, 76]. Applying a pi/2 pulse to the above
state yields [(|0, N, 0〉 − |0, 0, N〉)|e〉+ (|0, N, 0〉+ |0, 0, N〉)|g〉]/2, in which the cavities
are in different NOON states for different atomic states. If initially the first cavity is
in a coherent state |α, 0, 0〉, the final photon state are (1/√2)(|0, α, 0〉 ± |0, 0, α〉), i.e.,
entangled coherent states [77].
NOON states can also be realized without being entangled with the atom at the end,
as shown in Fig. (8.1). We first prepare the state |ψ0〉 = |g〉|N, 0, 0〉, and all of the
cavities but a0 are initially out of resonance. After a pi/2 Rabi rotation between a0 and
the atom, |ψ1〉 = (1/
√
2)(|g〉|0, 0, N〉 − |e〉|N − 1, 0, 0〉). Then we modulate the cavity
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Figure 8.1: Quantum circuit of the scheme preparing NOON states. The scheme is valid
for an arbitrary N and we take N = 10 here. Each line represents an inseparable quantum
state. nj is the n Fock state of the cavity mode j. The blocks θj represent the θ Rabi
rotation of the atom interacting with the cavity j. H represents the evolution with the
interaction Hamiltonian in Eq. (8.7) for time T . |ψ〉 is the direct product of the quantum
states at each stage. We omit the normalization factors for superposition states.
frequencies and, after time T , |ψ2〉 = (1/
√
2)(|g〉|0, 0, N〉 − |e〉|0, N − 1, 0〉). We then
tune all cavities but a1 out of resonance. After a pi Rabi rotation between a1 and the
atom, the final state is |ψ3〉 = (1/
√
2)|g〉(|0, 0, N〉 − |0, N, 0〉). If we replace the number
state |N, 0, 0〉 with the coherent state |α, 0, 0〉, we can prepare the entangled coherent state
(1/
√
2)(|0, 0, α〉−|0, α, 0〉) with small discrepancies due to the different Rabi frequencies
of different number states, which can be neglected when α is large (see the Appendix C
for the discrepancy and the cat state preparation).
8.2 Hamiltonian
8.2.1 Effective Hamiltonian
The transformation in Eq. (8.4) can be obtained by the following Hamiltonian:
H = ih¯κσz
2∑
j=0
a†j+1aj + h.c., (8.7)
where the cavity index is cyclic, h¯ is the reduced Planck constant, κ is a real-number
coupling constant, and σz = |e〉〈e| − |g〉〈g| is the z component of the pseudospin Pauli
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Figure 8.2: The dynamic evolution of a quantum state in the Fock-state lattice. The empty
circles (squares) denote the |g〉(|e〉) sublattice. The radius of the blue (red) filled circles
denote the probabilities (rescaled in each frame) of the quantum states on the |g〉(|e〉)
sublattice. The photon numbers of the states are as denoted in the enlarged figure. The
arrows denote the transitions attached with the phase factor −i. Up and down triangles
in the same sublattice have opposite fluxes. Up triangles in the two sublattices also have
opposite fluxes. The lattice contains ten excitations; i.e., N = 10. The initial state |ψ〉 i at
t = 0 is a superposition of |g〉|10, 0, 0〉 and |e〉|9, 0, 0〉, which travel in opposite directions
on the two sublattices
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matrices of the atom. H can be regarded as a spin-orbit-coupled Hamiltonian of a Fock-
state lattice, in the left-down corner of Fig. (8.2), where the directions of photon currents
depend on the pseudospin state of the atom, as will be shown later. The Hamiltonian can
be diagonalized,
H = −2h¯κσz
2∑
j=0
sin(
2jpi
3
)b†jbj, (8.8)
with bj = (1/
√
3)
∑2
j=0 exp(ijj
′2pi/3)aj′ . The eigenfrequencies of the eigenmodes b0,1,2
are linearized, i.e., ω0 = 0, ω1 = −
√
3κσz and ω2 =
√
3κσz. The evolution of a0 is
a0(t) =
1√
3
2∑
j=0
e−iωjtbj(0),
=
1
3
∑
j=0
[1 + 2 cos(
√
3κσzt+
2jpi
3
)]aj(0),
(8.9)
which yields a0(T ) = a1(0)|g〉〈g| + a2(0)|e〉〈e| at T ≡ 2pi/3
√
3. Similar equations of a1
and a2 lead to a0(0) = a1(T )|e〉〈e|+ a2(T )|g〉〈g|, i.e., Eq. (8.4).
One important feature of H that realizes the above transformation rests in the complex
coupling coefficient iκ, which introduces an effective magnetic field in the pseudolattice
formed by the Fock states of the three cavities, as shown in Fig. (8.2) and discussed later.
This synthetic magnetic field for photons breaks the time reversal symmetry and creates
an optical circulator, which can be generated in circuit QED architectures [78, 79] and
parametrically modulated coupled resonators [80]. Another key feature of our scheme is
that the chirality of the circulator is the opposite for |e〉 and |g〉 states due to the factor σz
in Eq. (8.7). If κ > 0, the ground state mode is b1 for the |e〉 state and b2 for the |g〉 state.
b1 and b2 are photonic modes with opposite quasimomenta, which drive the rotation in Eq.
(8.9).
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8.2.2 Effective Hamiltonian Realization
The Hamiltonian H in (8.8) can be realized in three cavities with modulated frequen-
cies νj = ν+ ∆ sin(νdt− 2jpi/3) coupled to the same two-level system. The Hamiltonian
under the rotating wave approximation is
V =
h¯ω
2
σz +
2∑
j=0
h¯νj(t)a
†
jaj +
2∑
j=0
(h¯gvσ
+aj + h.c.), (8.10)
with ω being the atomic transition frequency, νj(t) the time-dependent cavity frequency,
gv the vacuum Rabi frequency between the cavities and the atom, and σ+ = |e〉〈g| the
atomic raising operator. The frequency of the cavity j is periodically modulated νj(t) =
ν + ∆ sin(νdt+ φj) with ∆ being the modulating amplitude, νd the modulating frequency
and φj the modulating phase. We transform the wave function |ψ〉 into a rotating frame,
|ψI〉 = U0(t)|ψ〉 (8.11)
where
U0(t) = e
i/h¯
´
V0(t′)dt′ = exp(i
ω
2
tσz + i
2∑
j=0
[νjt− f cos(νdt+ φj)]a†jaj), (8.12)
with the V0(t) = h¯νσz/2+
∑2
j=0 hνj(t)a
†
jaj . The Schrödinger equation of |ψI〉 is ih¯∂|ψI〉/∂t =
HI |ψI〉 with the interaction Hamiltonian
HI = U0(t)V U
−1
0 (t)− V = h¯δ
σz
2
+
2∑
j=0
h¯gvσ
+aje
if cos(νdt+φj) + h.c., (8.13)
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where δ = ω − ν being the detuning of the field and the atom and f = ∆/νd is a dimen-
sionless parameter. Using the relationship
eif cos(νdt+φj) =
∞∑
−∞
inJn(f)e
in(νdt+φj), (8.14)
where Jn(f) is the nth order Bessel function of the first kind, we expand the interaction
Hamiltonian by the temporal frequency HI = H0 +
∑
nHne
inνdt, and
H0 = h¯δ
σz
2
+ h¯gvJ0(f)
2∑
j=0
σ+aj + h.c., (8.15)
Hn = h¯gvi
nJn(f)
2∑
j=0
[σ+aj + (−1)na+j σ−]einφj . (8.16)
Note that Hn is the Hermitian conjugate of H−n instead of itself. Then we use the similar
approximation in Sec. (7.1). If the separation between the Floquet sidebands is large
νj 
√
Ngv, δ, the second order perturbation theory is applied. The effective Hamiltonian
is
HI = H0 +H, (8.17)
and
H =
∞∑
n=1
1
nh¯νd
[Hn, H−n] = ih¯σz
2∑
j=0
κa†j+1aj + h.c., (8.18)
where κ = g2vβ(f)/νd and β(f) =
∑∞
n=1 2J
2
n(f) sin[n(φj − φj+1)]/n. Given φj =
−2pij/3, δ = 0 and J0(f) = 0 with f = 2.40, we obtain β ≈ 0.307 and HI = H is
the desired effective Hamiltonian in Eq. (8.8).
Other than modulating the cavity frequencies (FM), we can alternatively modulate the
coupling strength (AM) between the cavity j and the atom, gj(t) = 2gv cos(νdt + φj).
There are only two Fourier components of the Hamiltonian, i.e., Hn = H1δ1n +H−1δ−1n.
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Substitute H±1into Eq. (8.18), we obtain H with κ =
√
3g2v/νd.
8.3 Chirality and Haldane Model
Helical currents exist in the lattice composed of the photon number states of the three
cavities, as shown in Fig. (8.2). The effective Hamiltonian HI = H0 + H conserves the
total excitation number N =
∑2
j=0 nj + (σz + 1)/2, where nj = a
†
jaj . The quantum states
with constant N form a finite triangular lattice. One of the nj’s is zero on each of the
three triangular boundaries. This lattice has a similar structure to the Haldane model ([26]
and Sec. (7.1)), with site-varying coupling coefficients. For example, there are periodic
magnetic fluxes, which are the key for topological insulators and helical edge states [27].
The up and down triangles in the same sublattice have the opposite effective magnetic flux.
Because of the triangular boundaries, up triangles outnumber down triangles by the total
number of photons and there are net fluxes in each of the whole sublattices, which are
particularly obvious near the edges. The quantum states |e〉|N − 1, 0, 0〉 and |g〉|N, 0, 0〉
travel near the edges in opposite directions, which results from the opposite net local
effective magnetic field in the two sublattices.
We can understand the helical transportation from the dispersion relation in the eigenspace
of normal modes. The initial state is |N, 0, 0〉 = (a†0)N |vac〉/
√
N ! , where |vac〉 is the
vacuum state. Since a0 = (1/
√
3)
∑2
j=0 bj , we expand |N, 0, 0〉 in the basis of the normal
modes bj ,
|N, 0, 0〉 = 1√
N !3N
(b†0 + b
†
1 + b
†
2)
N |vac〉,
=
∑
mi
√
N !
3Nm0!m1!m2!
|m0,m1,m2〉b,
(8.19)
where |m0,m1,m2〉b constrained by
∑2
j=0mj = N are the photon number states in bj
mode. The factor N !/m0!m1!m2! reaches its maximum at m0 ≈ m1 ≈ m2 ≈ N/3.
The states with these photon number are concentrated near the corners and edges of the
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photon number lattice of the aj mode. The energy and the quasimomentm of the state
|m0,m1,m2〉b are E =
√
3h¯κσz(m2−m1) and p = 2pih¯(m2−m1)/3, where the direction
in a0 → a1 → a2is defined as positive and the distance between two aj mode is one.
The group velocity is, therefore,
vg =
∂E
∂p
=
3
√
3κσz
2pi
=
σz
T
. (8.20)
After time T , the photons are transported from mode a0 to a1 when σz = 1 and to a2 when
σz = −1, which is consistent with the conclusion of Eq. (8.9).
In our previous study on topological superradiance lattices in Section 7, plane wave
modes were coupled with extended ensemble of atoms and the superradiance momentum
states of atoms formed the approximately infinite lattice structures. Here, we have a single
atom coupled with cavity modes. Cavity photon number states form the lattice structures,
which contain edges determined by quantum electrodynamics (no negative photon number
states exist). In this finite lattice, the hopping rates depend on the sites, which is an inherit
property of the annihilation operators. However, the helical currents are robust to the site-
varying coupling strength. Moreover, this results in the synchronized and nondispersive
(∂E/∂p = E/p and ∂2E/∂p2 = 0) transportation of different number states. At t = mT ,
with m being an integer, the excitation concentrates on one lattice site at one of the three
corners, while in a lattice with homogeneous coupling strengths, the excitation is scattered
by the corners and distributed all over the lattice for a large t. In order to see the effect of
this inhomogeneity, we use a Hamiltonian H(x) defined as
〈n1 − 1, n2, n3|H(x)|n1, n2 − 1, n3〉 = ih¯κσz[x√n1n2 + (1− x)N/3],
〈n1, n2 − 1, n3|H(x)|n1, n2, n3 − 1〉 = ih¯κσz[x√n2n3 + (1− x)N/3],
〈n1, n2, n3 − 1|H(x)|n1 − 1, n2, n3〉 = ih¯κσz[x√n3n1 + (1− x)N/3],
(8.21)
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Figure 8.3: The effect of the inhomogeneous coupling strength in the helical transporta-
tion. Top: x = 1 for the Hamiltonian in Eq. (8.7). Bottom: x = 0 for a lattice with
homogeneous coupling strengths. Middle: x = 0.5. The probabilities of the quantum
states are proportional to the radius of the circles on the corresponding sites (rescaled for
each frame), blue for the |g〉 and red for the |e〉 states.
where N/3 is the average coupling strength. We use a parameter 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 to tune the
inhomogeneity. When x = 0, it is the lattice with homogeneous coupling strength N/3.
When x = 1, it is the photon number lattice of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (8.7).
In Fig. (8.3) , we plot the evolution of the initial state (|10, 0, 0〉|g〉 + |9, 0, 0〉|e〉)/√2
with x = 1, 0.5, and 0. While the helicity of the transportation is maintained for different
x, the inhomogeneity of the coupling strengths has two effects. First, the excitation peri-
odically concentrates on one of the three corner sites for x = 1 (when t = mT with m an
integer). This is due to the linear dispersion in the energy spectrum, i.e., ∂E/∂p = E/p is
a constant as shown in Eq. (8.20). On the other hand, when x = 0, the excitation is scat-
tered by the corners and tends to distribute all over the lattice. Second, the transportation
concentrates more on the edge for the homogeneous coupling strengths when x = 0. The
inhomogeneity shifts the transportation into the bulk area of the lattice.
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8.4 Experimental Proposal
We analyze the experimental feasibility and the robustness of this scheme against
noises. High number Fock states can be prepared on demand in various cavity systems
[81, 82, 83, 74, 84, 85]. For example, we can couple three superconductor resonators to
the same superconducting phase qubit, where Fock states up to photon number 15 can be
achieved [74]. The qubit relaxation and dephasing times are typically tens of microsec-
onds [86, 87]. The coupling strength between the qubit and the resonators can be hundreds
of megahertz [88, 89]. The single photon relaxation time of fixed frequency resonators can
be milliseconds [90]. Tunable resonators based on kinetic inductance can also have a re-
laxation time as long as 6µs [91]. The time modulation of the resonator frequencies can
be realized by tuning a superconducting quantum interference device coupled to the res-
onators as those in the dynamic Casimir effect [92, 93] or by permittivity modulation in
parametrically modulated resonators [80].We adopt parameters that are typically achiev-
able in superconductor circuit experiments [83, 64] and simulate the same process as in
Sec. (8.2) but with dissipation. The evolution of the density matrix components on the
target state 〈ψ2|ρ(t)|ψ2〉 is plotted in Fig. (8.4) . It is clear that at time t = T , the density
matrix has a major overlap with the target state |ψ2〉.
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Figure 8.4: Evolution of the density matrix elements with (solid lines) and without (dashed
lines) dissipation, 〈e; 0, 9, 0|ρ(t)|e; , 0, 9, 0〉 (red lines), 〈g; 0, 0, 10| ρ(t)|e; , 0, 0, 10〉 (blue
lines), and |〈e; 0, 9, 0|ρ(t)|g; , 0, 0, 10〉| (green lines). The relaxation and pure dephasing
times of the two-level system are 650 and 150ns , respectively. The cavity relaxation time
is 3.47µs. T = 80ns.
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9. SYNTHETIC MAGNETIC FIELD IN THERMAL VAPOR
9.1 Introduction
Charged particles in a gauge field such as a magnetic field have fascinating quantum
properties like the quantum Hall effect [94], which reveals a new class of matter, namely,
the topological insulators [26, 27, 28] that have an insulating bulk and conducting edges.
The existence of the defect-immune edge states is guaranteed by a topological property,
i.e., the Chern numbers of a gauge field. Neutral particles such as atoms, when trapped
and dressed by light, can also be subjected to a synthetic gauge field [95, 96] with tunable
physical parameters. Chiral edges states with synthetic gauge field for neutral fermions
[97] and bosons [98, 99] have been recently observed in ultracold atoms.
Here we investigate the chiral currents of edge states in hot atoms, which are usu-
ally thought unsuitable because of the thermal effects. The triangular lattice structure we
utilized is very similar to well studied two [100] or three [97, 99] lag ladder structure
and zigzag optical lattice [101]. Different from the lattices in previous studies, spatial di-
mension is absent in our quantum Hall ribbon [102], which is usually fulfilled by optical
lattice to introduce periodicity into atomic spatial distribution. The ribbon is a quasi one-
dimensional lattice structure solely composed by two infinite edges, which is the simplest
model that can be studied for chiral edge states. Our ribbon is a superradiance lattice [49],
the hybrid lattice has two synthetic dimensions from two different origins: lattices along
the edge indicate the number of momentum quanta transferred from photons to atoms;
the internal degree freedom of atomic states are used to encode an extra dimension in the
short axis. The effective magnetic field is introduced by the spatial phases difference of
two standing waves, i.e., the relative positions of their nodes. The chiral transportation
is robust to both the Doppler shift and the collisional broadening induced by the atomic
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Figure 9.1: (a) Atomic level scheme of EIT. (b) Schematic figure of the wave-mixing
process.
motion in our calculation. It can be tested by the reflectance of a probe field sent to atoms.
9.2 Hamiltonian
The simplest structure of EIT is an ensemble of Λ-type three-level atoms with the
ground state |c〉, the excited state |b〉 and the metastable state |a〉. In order to generate
synthetic magnetic field within the superradiance lattice, the states |b〉 and |c〉 are coupled
by two standing waves with different frequency, the field of the near-resonant standing
wave is 2E1 sin ν1t cos k1x while the far-detuning one is 2E2 sin ν2t cos(k2x+ θ/2). Their
spatial periodicity has a phase difference θ/2. With resonant probe and coupling fields,
the effective Hamiltonian is (see Appendix D, h¯ = 1),
Heff =
∑
m
(2κ cos(2kc · rm + θ))(|bm〉〈bm| − |am〉〈am|)
+
∑
m
2Ω1 cos(kc · rm)(|bm〉〈am|+ h.c.)
+
∑
m
Ωpe
ikp·rm|bm〉〈cm|+ h.c..
(9.1)
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where kp(c) is the probe (coupling) field wavevector with magnitude kp(c) = νp(c)/c and
νp(c) is the probe (coupling) field frequency, we could treat the wavevector of the two
standing wave the same, i.e., kc = ν1/c ≈ ν2/c, provided that negligible spatial phase
difference is accumulated in the region of atomic sample, i.e., (ν1 − ν2)L/c  pi with L
being the length of the cell. It is justified with ν1 − ν2 = 2pi × 300MHz and L = 6cm,
(ν1 − ν2)L/c = 0.12pi  pi. |im〉 (i = a, b, c) is the corresponding quantum state of the
mth atom at position rm, Ωp = µEp/h¯ and Ω1(2) = µE1(2)/h¯ are the Rabi frequencies
of the probe field and the near-resonant (far-detuning) standing wave, respectively, and
κ = 2Ω22/ωba − ν2 is the amplitude of a position-dependent Stark shift induced by far-
detuning coupling field.
To reveal the lattice structure, we define the collective creation operators
b†j =
1√
N
∑
m
ei(kp+2jkc)·rm|bm〉〈cm|,
a†j =
1√
N
∑
m
ei[kp+(2j−1)kc]·rm|bm〉〈cm|,
(9.2)
which are approximately bosonic ([bj, b
†
j′ ] = δjj′ with δjj′ being the Kronecker delta func-
tion) under the EIT condition, Ω1  Ωp and thus Tr(||cm〉〈cm|) ≈ 1. Substituting the
inverse transformation of Eq. (9.2) to Eq. (9.1), we obtain Heff = H +Hp with δ = 0 and
θ = pi/2 (we use this phase for simplicity), where
H =
∑
j
Ω(a†jbj + a
†
jbj−1) + iκ(a
†
jaj+1 − b†jbj+1) + h.c., (9.3)
is a tight-binding Hamiltonian of superradiance lattice and Hp =
√
NΩp(b
†
0 + b0) is a
pumping Hamiltonian at the 0th lattice site of state b, we ignore the suffix of Ω1. The
single excitation states in the superradiance lattice of Eq. (9.3) are the TDSs, for exam-
ple, |bj〉 ≡ b†j|c1, c2, ..., cN〉 = (1/
√
N)
∑
j e
i(kp+2jkc)·rm |c1, c2, ..., bj, ..., cN〉 and simi-
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Figure 9.2: The lattice and band structure with effective magnetic field. (a) ribbon lattice,
the arrow indicates the complex phase pi/2 carried by the interaction between two sites.
Distribution of eigenstates ψ1 and ψ2 over two edges is on the side. (b) Dispersion of
two edge states. (c) Virtually extend the lattice to multiple layers, keeping the effective
magnetic flux uniform over the system. ψ3 and ψ4 on the side. (d) Bulk band structure and
two edge states.
larly |aj〉 ≡ a†j|c1, c2, ..., cN〉.
The lattice structure is shown in Fig. (9.2a). Due to the phase factor i ≡ √−1 before
κ, each of the unit triangle encloses 1/4 effective magnetic flux quantum Φ0 = h/2pi.
Here the sign of i is crucial in determining the direction of the synthetic magnetic field,
the effective flux will be reversed when θ = −pi/2 or eliminated when θ = 0, pi. A
momentum space tight-binding lattice is diagonal in real space. The dispersion relation
can be obtained from Eq. (9.1),
Λ± = ±2
√
κ2 sin2(2kc · rm) + Ω2 cos2(kc · rm), (9.4)
and the eigenfunctions |ψ+〉 = cos(θ/2)|am〉+sin(θ/2)|bm〉 and |ψ−〉 = − sin(θ/2)|am〉+
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cos(θ/2)|bm〉, with θ = arccos[2κ sin(2kc ·rm)/|Λ±|] for kc ·rm 6= pi/2. At the zero energy
point kc · rm = pi/2, we simply assign |ψ+〉 = |bm〉 and |ψ−〉 = |am〉.
9.3 Band Structure and Edge States
In Fig. (9.2b), we plot the dispersion with the “spin texture” 〈σzm〉, where σzm =
|bm〉〈bm|−|am〉〈am|, indicated by the colors. It is obvious that the two eigenstates concen-
trate on each of the two edges, ψ1 and ψ2, have opposition group velocities. In Fig. (9.2c),
we virtually extend the two edges, i.e., from quasi-one dimensional to a two-dimensional
triangular lattice, with the same 1/4 unit magnetic flux per triangle [100]. There are two
energy bands with Chern numbers ±1 connected by two groups of edges states ψ3 and ψ4,
as shown in Fig. (9.2d). The two groups of edge states are nearly the same in both the
eigenenergy and state components as those in Fig. (9.2b). In other word, by reducing the
system in Fig. (9.2c) to Fig. (9.2a), edge states are preserved.
Studying the Chern number of the extended two-dimensional triangular lattice in de-
tails, we have
H2D =
∑
ij
−iκa†i,jai,j+1 + iκb†i,jbi,j+1 + Ωa†i,jbi,j
− iΩa†i+1,jbi,j + Ωa†i,j+1bi,j + iΩa†i+1,j+1bi,j + h.c.
(9.5)
the phase of the interaction is chosen, i.e., θ = pi/2, therefore a uniform effective magnetic
field penetrates the lattice, i.e., each of the triangular encloses 1/4 unit magnetic flux. The
H2D is greatly simplified in real space representation, it can be written as
H2D =
∑
m
h · σ (9.6)
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where the effective magnetic field is
hx = 2
√
2Ω coskv · xm cos(kc · rm + pi
4
)
hy = 2
√
2Ω sinkv · xm sin(kc · rm + pi
4
)
hz = −2κ sin 2kc · rm
(9.7)
kv is a virtual wavevector perpendicular with kc and the pseudo spin σ = (σxm, σ
y
m, σ
z
m)
with the Pauli matrices for the mth atom defined as σx = a†mbm + b
†
mam, σy = −ia†mbm +
ib†mam and σz = a
†
mam − b†mbm. The Chern number is defined as the total Berry curvature
in the whole first Brillouin zone, i.e., |kc · xm| , |kv · xm| ≤ pi/2, the Chern number of top
band is
C = − 1
4pi
‹
d2x
1
h3
abcha
∂hb
∂x
∂hc
∂y
= 1 (9.8)
where abc is the Levi-Civita symbol.
The chiral edge transportation is revealed by the dynamics of the superradiance lat-
tice. In the single excitation limit of a weak probe field, the wavefunction is |Ψ〉 ≈
|c1, c2, ..., cN〉 +
∑
j βaj|aj〉 + βbj|bj〉 where |βa(b)j|2  1. For the sake of simplicity,
we assume both states |b〉 and |a〉 have the same decay rate γ. The Hamiltonian Hp pumps
probability to the 0th lattice site. The excitation then propagates in the lattice with a uni-
versal decay rate γ. Finally the probability distribution reaches to a steady state for time
t  1/γ. This process is simulated in Fig. (9.3). The excitation on b sublattice travels
to the right and the subsequently created the left-traveling excitation on a sublattice via
coupling Ω. In the steady state when the pumping is balanced with the transportation and
decay, the distribution of the excitation is concentrated on the right side of the pumping
point. This result is consistent with the dispersion relation of the edge states as shown in
Fig. (9.2b).
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9.4 Optical Observable
The next question is how to test this chirality in experiment. To answer this, we first
show how the above probability distribution is related to observable optical signals. From
Eq. (3.3, 3.4) and Eq. (9.3), we can calculate the susceptibility of the probe field [3],
χ(x) =
3piNΓbc
δ − 2κ sin(2kcx) + iγbc + Ω2 cos2 (kcx)−∆2ph+iγac−2κ sin(2kcx)
=
∑
j
χje
−2ijkcx.
(9.9)
Here N = na (λbc/2pi)3 with na the atomic density, λbc the transition wavelength and Γbc
the radiative decay rate between |b〉 and |c〉. δ = ∆p + 2κ, ∆c = ωba − ν1, ∆p = ωbc − νp
and ∆2ph = ∆p −∆c − 2κ with ωij and γij being the transition frequency and dephasing
rate between |i〉 and |j〉. χj is the Fourier component of χ (x) with phase e−2jikcx. The
connection between the helical edge states and the EIT susceptibility is demonstrated by
comparing Fig. (9.3e) with (f). The values of |χj|2 is linearly proportional with the steady
state probabilities of |bj〉. The coupling field detuning ∆c is the energy offset between a
and b lattices and δ, including probe field detuning ∆p and spatial-independent Stark shift
2κ, can be used to control the energy of the excitation [103].
A probe field with wavevector kp+ (here approximately along the x-axis) can excite
the timed Dicke state |b0〉, which have directional emissions along kp+ [7]. If the phase-
matching condition is satisfied for kp− = kp+−2kc with |kp−| ≈ |kp+|, the corresponding
timed Dicke state |b−1〉 can also have directional emission (approximately along the −x
axis), as shown in Fig. (9.1). Other timed Dicke states in the superradiance lattice cannot
satisfy the momentum conservation when coupled to the vacuum modes and thus have no
directional emissions[7]. This is usually understood as the phase-matching condition of
the traditional nonlinear optics, where χj is the (2|j|+ 1)′th order nonlinear coefficient of
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the (2|j| + 2)-wave-mixing. The distribution of χj can, therefore, be tested by the wave-
mixing signals. For example, the light signal due to χ±1 is governed by the coupled-wave
equations [70],
2
∂Ep
∂kpx
= iχ0Ep + iχ−1e−i∆kxEf ,
2
∂Ef
∂kpx
= −iχ0Ef − iχ1ei∆kxEp,
(9.10)
where Ep± is the slowly-varying field amplitude of modes kp± and ∆k = 2(kp − kc) · xˆ
is the wavevector mismatch.
We can see the asymmetry in Eq. (9.10) by noticing that |χ1|  |χ−1| (as shown in
Fig. (9.3). The conversion rate from Ep to Ef is much smaller than the one |χ−1|  |χ1|.
Consequently, the reflectivity of the probe field R+ if we lock the spatial phase difference
θ/2 = pi/4, is much smaller than the one, R−, of θ/2 = −pi/4, as shown in Fig. (9.4a).
The reflectance R± for the probe field Ep is drawn as a function of the probe detuning, as
well as R0 of θ/2 = 0, i.e., |χ−1| = |χ1|, for comparison. Different probe detunings probe
different energy at Λ± = −δ of the |b〉 edge states, which mostly have positive (negative)
dispersion and thus |χ1| > (<)|χ−1| for θ = ±pi/2. We see that R+ < R− for most of the
probe detuning except near the band edge, where the dispersion of the edge states goes in
the other way, as shown in Fig. (9.2d).
We next analyse the effect of the Doppler shift due to the motion of the atoms. The
atomic velocity component vx along x-axis introduces a detuning δ = 2vxνc/c between
the two coupling fields. This detuning introduces an effective force in the superradiance
lattice [49]. Intuitively, the position of the atom with respect to the standing wave is
r = vxt, i.e., changes linearly with time, which is analogous to the linear evolution of the
crystalline momentum of an electron subjected to an electric field in real space crystals.
In Fig. (9.4b), we plotted the reflection spectra with different detunings. It is obvious that
the bias between the reflectivity R± is robust to this Doppler shift.
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Figure 9.4: (a) The reflection spectrum for atoms without motion. Tuning the spatial phase
difference, θ = pi/2, R+(blue); θ = −pi/2, R− (red); θ = 0, R0 (green). (b) The reflection
spectrum for atoms with certain velocity. Dashed (Solid) line means θ = (−)pi/4. Atoms
have Doppler shift γ (red), 3γ (blue) and 5γ (green).
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Figure 9.5: The reflection spectra in Rb vapor cells in room temperature. The Rabi fre-
quency of the coupling fields is 2pi×50MHz with cell length L = 5cm, the atomic density
N = 3.5× 1010cm−3. See more details in the text.
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To investigate the feasibility of experimental detection, we simulate the reflection spec-
tra in Fig. (9.5) with Cs vapour cell at the room temperature. The three levels involved
are |a〉 = |62S1/2, F = 4〉, |b〉 = |62P1/2, F = 3〉 and |c〉 = |62S1/2, F = 3〉. The re-
sults show that R+ > R− for any probe detuning, particularly for nonzero probe detuning.
Although the FWHM of the Doppler broadening of the atoms is 360MHz while the Rabi
frequency of each components in the coupling field is around 20MHz, the asymmetry is
very robust against the thermal fluctuation. The reason is similar with the optical diode in
hot vapor[104] and electrons transportation in a metal. For electrons, suffering from large
random diffusion, they have a small uni-directional drift velocity induced by the applied
electric field. The non-reciprocity in optical diode comes from the unidirectional velocity
of the detuned standing wave modulation in a medium gas with large but symmetrically
distributed thermal velocities. Similarly, asymmetry in the reflection spectrum from both
directions survives in the large doppler broadening.
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10. CONCLUSION
The primary conclusion of the present dissertation is that (a). cooperative effect plays
an active role in fundamental research and novel application of quantum optics; (b) su-
perradiance lattice offers a new platform in quantum optics to test topological non-trivial
effect. The main results are summarized as follows.as follows.
(1) The symmetry of the atomic distribution is cruial in mitigation of the collective
Lamh shift, which is vital in the preparetion of a single-photon subradiant state.
(2) A theory and an experiment in BEC is performed to demenstate the superradiance
lattice, which is the bridge connecting quantum optics and novel topological effect.
(3) A theory predicts a topological phase transition in 2D superradiance lattice, realiz-
ing the Haldane model in quantum optics.
(4) A novel system is proposed to prepare mesoscopic superposition states of photons,
consisting of three frequency-modulated cavities and one two-level atom. The physics can
be understood in a finite spin-orbit-coupled Fock-state lattice.
(5) An experiment is proposed to observe synthetic magnetic field in thermal vapor of
alkali atoms.
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APPENDIX A
FURTHER SIMPLIFICATION OF THE KUBO FORMULA
Eq. (6.24) is rewritten
σ2 =
∑
kk′
h¯e2
i
[f0(k
′)− f0(k)]〈k|vx|k
′〉〈k′|vy|k〉
[E(k′)− E(k)]2 . (A.1)
In the limit of zero temperature T → 0, the difference of Fermi-Dirac distribution f0(k′)−
f0(k) will be equal to
1, if E(k′) < EF < E(k)
−1, if, E(k′) > EF > E(k) (A.2)
0, otherwise
the conductivity is simplified as
σ2 =
∑
E(k′)<EF<E(k)
h¯e2
i
−〈k|vy|k′〉〈k′|vx|k〉+ 〈k|vx|k′〉〈k′|vy|k〉
[E(k′)− E(k)]2 . (A.3)
In order to simplify the Hall conductivity from Eq. (6.24) to Eq. (6.26), we need to replace
velocity operator by partial derivative
v =
1
h¯
∇kH. (A.4)
The matrix element of the velocity operator could be written as
〈u(k′)|H|u(k)〉 = 0, (A.5)
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〈u(k′)|∂H
∂ki
|u(k)〉 = −〈∂u(k
′)
∂ki
|H|u(k)〉 − 〈u(k′)|H|∂u(k)
∂ki
〉
= −E(k)〈∂u(k
′)
∂ki
|u(k)〉 − E(k′)〈u(k′)|∂u(k)
∂ki
〉 (A.6)
= [E(k)− E(k′)]〈u(k′)|∂u(k)
∂ki
〉
= −[E(k)− E(k′)]〈∂u(k
′)
∂ki
|u(k)〉.
Substitute the matrix element in Eq. (A.6), we obtain
σ2 =
EF<E(k)∑
E(k′)<EF
e2
ih¯
(〈∂u(k
′)
∂ky
|u(k)〉〈u(k)|∂u(k
′)
∂kx
〉 − 〈∂u(k
′)
∂kx
|u(k)〉〈u(k)|∂u(k
′)
∂ky
〉),
=
EF<E(k)∑
E(k′),E(k”)<EF
e2
ih¯
(〈∂u(k
′)
∂ky
|u(k)〉〈u(k)|∂u(k
′)
∂kx
〉 − 〈∂u(k
′)
∂kx
|u(k)〉〈u(k)|∂u(k
′)
∂ky
〉)
(A.7)
+
e2
ih¯
(〈∂u(k
′)
∂ky
|u(k”)〉〈u(k”)|∂u(k
′)
∂kx
〉 − 〈∂u(k
′)
∂kx
|u(k”)〉〈u(k”)|∂u(k
′)
∂ky
〉),
due to the relation
∑
E(k′),E(k”)<EF
〈∂u(k
′)
∂ky
|u(k”)〉〈u(k”)|∂u(k
′)
∂kx
〉 − 〈∂u(k
′)
∂kx
|u(k”)〉〈u(k”)|∂u(k
′)
∂ky
〉
=
∑
E(k′),E(k”)<EF
〈u(k′)|∂u(k”)
∂kx
〉〈∂u(k”)
∂ky
|u(k′)〉 − 〈∂u(k
′)
∂kx
|u(k”)〉〈u(k”)|∂u(k
′)
∂ky
〉
(A.8)
=
∑
E(k′),E(k”)<EF
〈u(k”)|∂u(k
′)
∂kx
〉〈∂u(k
′)
∂ky
|u(k”)〉 − 〈∂u(k
′)
∂kx
|u(k”)〉〈u(k”)|∂u(k
′)
∂ky
〉
=0.
Then the completeness of the Hilbert space is used if we include the all the states below
and above the Fermi energy, i.e.,
∑
E(k”)<EF<E(k)
|u(k”)〉〈u(k”)|+ |u(k)〉〈u(k)| = 1, Eq.
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(A.7) is further simplified
σ2
∑
E(k)<EF
e2
ih¯
(〈∂u(k)
∂ky
|∂u(k)
∂kx
〉 − 〈∂u(k)
∂kx
|∂u(k)
∂ky
〉). (A.9)
If it’s a two band model and the Fermi energy is located in the gap, the summation will be
over all the states of the lower band, i.e., the BZ integration of the lower band
σ2 = −ie
2
h¯
ˆ
BZ
〈∂u(k)
∂ky
|∂u(k)
∂kx
〉 − 〈∂u(k)
∂kx
|∂u(k)
∂ky
〉 (A.10)
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APPENDIX B
COUPLED WAVE EQUATIONS FOR THE HALDANE MODEL IN SL
We set kp = k1, k+ = −k3 and k− = −k2. There will be directional emission in
k± by TDS |ek±〉. The emitted photons in k± interact with the atomic ensemble the same
way as the probe field kp, creating TDS and resulting in directional emission in the other
modes. For example, emission at k+ excites the atom ensemble and leads to emission at
k− and kp. Therefore, the three optical fields in kp,± are coupled via the atoms. In the
following, we derive the coupling equations.
The expectation value of the dipole momentum of the jth atom at position rj is
〈Ψ|µj|Ψ〉 =
∑
k
〈G|µj|ek〉+ c.c.
=
µ√
N
∑
k
cke
ik·rj + c.c.,
(B.1)
where µ is the dipole operator of the jth atom and µ = 〈gj|µ|ej〉. Since the atoms are
homogeneously distributed, the polarization density as a function of positions is,
P (r) =
N
V
µ√
N
∑
k
cke
ik·r + c.c., (B.2)
where V is the volume of the atomic ensemble. The probe field Rabi frequency is Ωp =
µEp/h¯ with Ep being the probe field strength. The polarization density contains the
Frourier components in k±, P±,p = 0χ±Ep with χ± =
√
Nµck±/V 0Ep and 0 is the
permittivity in vacuum. The notation P±,p means the k± Fourier component of polariza-
tion density generated by optical field in kp. Once modes k± are excited and the corre-
sponding fields E± are generated, they also polarize the atoms. For φ1 = 0, φ2 = 4pi/3
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and φ3 = 2pi/3, the three fields have a cyclic relation between each other. We have
Pp,+ = 0χ−E+, P−,+ = 0χ+E+, Pp,− = 0χ+E−and P+,− = 0χ−E−.
We assume the quasi-static approximation in which the atoms are assumed in steady
states. This approximation is justified when the pulse duration is much longer than the
decoherence time 1/γe. We also use the slowly-varying-envelop approximation. The fields
in the three relevant modes kj with j = p,+ and − are denoted as Ej(r)e−iνpt+ikj ·r where
|kj| = νp/c ≡ kp. The coupled-wave Maxwell equations for the three modes are
(kˆp ·∇+ 1
νg
∂
∂t
)Ep =
ikp
2
(χ0Ep + χ−E+ + χ+E−), (B.3)
(kˆ+ ·∇+ 1
νg
∂
∂t
)E+ =
ikp
2
(χ0E+ + χ−E− + χ+Ep), (B.4)
(kˆ− ·∇+ 1
νg
∂
∂t
)E− =
ikp
2
(χ0E− + χ−Ep + χ+E+), (B.5)
where kˆp,± are the unit vectors in the directions of kp/+/− and νg is the group velocity of
the pulses.
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APPENDIX C
CAT STATE PREPARATION AND THE DISCREPANCY DUE TO DIFFERENCE
RABI FREQUENCIES OF DIFFERENT NUMBER
STATES
We can also obtain a coherent state superposition of single mode, |α〉 − |α〉. In the
process shown in Fig. 8.1, after we obtain |ψ2〉, we detune all cavities out of resonance
with the atom and cavity a2 is detuned from cavities by an amount  for a time t. A
dynamic phase Nφ with φ = −t is then attached to the wavefunction,
|ψ′2〉 =
1√
2
(eiNφ|g〉|0, 0, N〉 − |e〉|0, N − 1, 0〉). (C.1)
We choose φ = pi, recover the on resonance interaction and the periodic modulation and
wait for a time 2T . The wavefunction is then
|ψ′3〉 =
1√
2
((−1)N |g〉|N, 0, 0〉 − |e〉|N − 1, 0, 0〉). (C.2)
After resonant interaction only with a1 for a pi/2 Rabi rotation, the final state is |ψ′4〉 =
1/2[(−1)N − 1]|g〉|N, 0, 0〉 − 1/2[(−1)N + 1]|e〉|N − 1, 0, 0〉, which is −|e〉|N − 1, 0, 0〉
for even N or −|g〉|N, 0, 0〉 for odd N . The even and odd number states are separated.
When the initial state is a coherent state, we obtain approximately |α〉+ | − α〉 entangled
with |e〉 states.
The discrepancy for the cat state here and for the entangled coherent state discussed in
Section 8 lies in the imperfection of the pi/2 and pi pulses for the different number states
of a coherent state. However, this discrepancy is negligible for large α. Here we take the
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Figure C.1: The fidelity F as a function of |α|.
pi/2 pulse for example. We start from the state |g〉|α〉 and choose the interaction time such
that for the average photon number n¯ = |α|2 the pulse area is pi/2. After the pi/2 pulse,
the state is
|ψa〉 =
∞∑
n=0
e−|α|
2 αn√
n!
cos(
pi
4
√
n
n¯
)|g〉|n〉 − e−|α|2 α
n+1√
(n+ 1)!
sin(
pi
4
√
n+ 1
n¯
)|e〉|n〉.
The overlap between |ψa〉 and the target state |ψb〉 = (|g〉|α〉+ |e〉|α〉)/
√
2 (the fidelity) is
F = |〈ψb|ψa〉|2 = 1
2
∣∣∣∣∣e−|α|2
∞∑
n=0
|α|2n
n!
[cos(
pi
4
√
n
n¯
) +
α√
n¯+ 1
sin(
pi
4
√
n+ 1
n¯
)]
∣∣∣∣∣
2
.
In Fig. (C.1), we draw F as a function of |α|. It is clear that for |α| > 1, F > 0.9 and
approaches to 1 quickly.
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APPENDIX D
THE DERIVATION FOR THE EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN IN THE SYNTHETIC
MAGNETIC FIELD GENERATION
The Hamiltonian of an ensemble of Λ-type three-level atoms with the ground state |c〉,
the excited state |b〉 and the metastable state |a〉 in a standing wave coupled EIT is
HEIT =∆p|bm〉〈bm|+ ∆2ph|am〉〈am|+
+
∑
m
(2Ω1 cos(k1r) + 2Ω2 cos(k2r +
θ
2
)eiνdt)|bm〉〈am|
+ Ωpe
ikprm |bm〉〈cm|+ h.c..
(D.1)
where Hs = ∆p = ωbc − νp is the single photon detuning and ∆2ph = ∆p − ∆c =
∆p − (ωba − ν1) is the two photon detuning, νd = ν1 − ν2 is the frequency difference of
two standing waves. |b〉 and |a〉 are coupled with two standing waves, one is near resonant
with frequency ν1 ≈ ωba and the other is far-detuning with frequency ν2. The Hamiltonian
can therefore be decomposed to
HEIT = H0 +H1e
iνt +H−1e−iνt, (D.2)
with
H0 =
∑
m
∆p|bm〉〈bm|+ ∆2ph|am〉〈am|
+ 2Ω cos(k1rm)|bm〉〈am|+ Ωpeikprm|bm〉〈cm|+ h.c.,
(D.3)
H1 = H
†
−1 =2Ω2
∑
m
cos(k2r +
θ
2
)|bm〉〈am| (D.4)
Using the standard second-order perturbation theory and we neglect high frequency
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Floquet sidebands, the effective Hamiltonian is then
Heff =H0 +
1
νd
[H1, H−1]
=
∑
m
(∆p + 2κ)|bm〉〈bm|+ (∆2ph − 2κ)|am〉〈am|
+
∑
m
2κ cos(2k2rm + θ)(|bm〉〈bm| − |am〉〈am|)
+
∑
m
2Ω cos(k1rm)(|bm〉〈am|+ h.c.)
+
∑
m
Ωpe
ikprm |bm〉cam + h.c..
(D.5)
where κ = 2Ω22/νd. we could treat the wavevector of the two standing wave the same, i.e.,
kc = ν1/c ≈ ν2/c, provided that negligible phase difference is accumulated in the region
of atomic sample, i.e., (ν1 − ν2)L/c  pi, L is the length of the cell. It is justified with
ν1 − ν2 = 2pi × 300MHz and L = 6cm, so (ν1 − ν2)L/c = 0.12pi  pi. Finally, we
obtain the effective Hamiltonian in Eq. (9.1)
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